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Modular multiplication is a widely used operation in cryptography. Several well-

known applications, such as the decipherment operation of the RSA algorithm, the

Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm, as well as some applications currently under

development, such as the Digital Signature Standard and elliptic curve cryptography, all

use modular multiplication and modular exponentiation. The second operation is often

implemented by a series of multiplications and additions.

Multipliers implemented in hardware are generally faster than the software solu-

tioiis. A small speed up for a single multiplication operation can lead to a substantial

speed up for the cryptographic application.

Beyond any doubt, cryptographic algorithms will be embedded in almost any

exchanging of information. Applications, such as smart cards and hand-helds require

hardware designs restricted on area and power resources. Other applications require fast

computation with almost no area restrictions. It is important that a designer has the

opportunity to make the area versus computational time trade-off.

An aspect of cryptographic applications is that very large numbers are used and

also the numbers' bit-size can vary. The bit-size range varies from 128 and 256 bits

for elliptic curve cryptography to 1024 and 2048 bits for applications based on expo-

nentiation. Most of the hardware designs for modular multiplication are fixed-precision

solutions. That is, the operands can be only of fixed bit-size. Designs that can take
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operands with an arbitrary precision are been researched in the ASIC and the FPGA

realms.

A scalable multiplier operates on any bit-size of the input values. The maximal

bit-size must be known at design time. However, any bit-size less than the maximal one

can be handled the multiplier.

High-radix multipliers exhibit higher complexity of the design. This thesis shows

that for certain hardware architectures this higher complexity does not degrade the

benefits of using higher radices for computation.

The Montgomery Multiplication algorithm provides the advantage that the divi-

sion step in taking the modulus is replaced by bit-shifting, an easy to implement in

hardware operation.

The goal of this thesis work is to describe and analyze three hardware solutions

for a scalable (variable-precision) High-radix Montgomery multiplication. Each solution

has different area consumption and yields different computational times.

A Radix-2 design is described and two Radix-8 designs are proposed. The three

are analyzed and compared with other hardware and software desigiis. The effect of

higher precision of the computation is analyzed.
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ASIC DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS
OF

A SCALABLE HIGH-RADIX
MONTGOMERY MULTIPLIER

1. INTRODUCTION.

One of the motivations for fast and area efficient hardware solutions for modular

multiplication comes from the fact that this is a widely used operation in cryptography.

Several well-known applications, such as the decipherment operation of the RSA algo-

rithm [1], the Diffie-Heliman key exchange algorithm [2], as well as some applications

currently under development, such as the Digital Signature Standard [3] and elliptic

curve cryptography [4, 5], all use modular multiplication and modular exponentiation.

The second operation is often implemented by a series of multiplications and additions

[6, 7, 8].

Beyond any doubt, cryptographic algorithms will be embedded in almost any ap-

plication involving exchanging of information. Applications, such as smart cards [9] and

hand-helds require hardware designs restricted on area and power resources.

The Montgomery Multiplication (MM) algorithm [10] provides certain advantages

in the implementation of modular multiplication. Multiple software and hardware de-

signs have been developed using the algorithm. Its main advantage comes from the fact

that the division step in taking the modulus is replaced by shifting, an easy to implement

operation.

An aspect of cryptographic applications is that very large numbers are used. The

precision varies from 128 and 256 bits for elliptic curve cryptography to 1024 and 2048

bits for applications based on exponentiation [11]. Most of the hardware designs for

modular multiplication are fixed-precision solutions. That is, the operands can be only



of fixed bit-size. Designs that can take operands with an arbitrary precision are been

researched in the ASIC [12] and the FPGA [8] realms.

It is recognized that designing hardware requires making the area-time tradeoff

[24]. In the general case "faster means better". However, an application where this rule

is not valid can always be found. Therefore, it is important that the designers have

several options or choices that they can choose from.

The goal of this thesis work is to describe and analyze three hardware solutions for

a scalable (variable-precision) Montgomery Multiplication. Each solution has different

area consumption and yields different computational times.

A Radix-2 design is described and two Radix-8 designs are proposed. The three

are compared with other hardware and software designs. The effect of higher precision

of the computation is analyzed.

The next section in this chapter introduces Montgomery multiplication. The last

section shows a brief example of Booth encoding. Chapter 2 describes a generalization

and extension of Montgomery multiplication for high-radix computation and multiple-

word operands. Chapter 3 shows the top level architecture of the Montgomery multiplier

design. Chapter 4 describes three different versions for the kernel datapath. The exper-

imental result for these versions are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes this

text.

1.1. Montgomery Multiplication (MM) Algorithm.

The following is the notation used throughout this text. New fields will be added

as appropriate.

. M - modulus for modular multiplication;

X - multiplier operand for modular multiplication;

a single bit of X at position j;

V - multiplicand operand for modular multiplication;
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. N - number of bits in the operands, operand's precision;

. raconstant,r=2N;

S - partial product in the multiplication process, final result of modular multipli-

cation;

s3 a single bit of S at position j.

Step

1: S:=0
2: FORj:=OTON-1
4: S:=S+xi*Y
5: S:=S+so*M
6: S:=S/2

END FOR;

7: IFSMTHENS:=SM
END IF;

FIGURE 1.1: Radix-2 Montgomery Multiplication (MM) Algorithm.

Montgomery multiplication (MM) algorithm for Radix-2 computation Fig.1.1 has

been known since 1985 [10]. Radix-52 denotes that the multiplier X is scanned one bit

in each iteration of the ioop, called computational loop or computational cycle. A gen-

eralization of the algorithm for a higher Radix is presented in Chapter 2. The main

advantage in the MM algorithm is that the division step in taking the modulus is sub-

stituted with division of powers of 2. The latter on the other hand is implemented by

simple shift operations.

The MM algorithm computes:

S = XYr1 mod M.
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The algorithm requires that the modulus M and the constant r be relative primes. This

is achieved by using odd numbers for the modulus, while the constant is always a power

of 2. Thus, it is always true that gcd(M, r) = 1

In each computational ioop the multiplicand Y is added to the partial product

S depending on one bit of the multiplier X. The least significant bit (LSB) of S is

shifted away in Step 6. The bit must be zeroed before the shift. This is done in Step

5. If the LSB of S is '1' then the modulus M (an odd number) is added to S. In

modular arithmetic adding/ subtracting the modulus to! from a number does not affect

the number's value.

After the last iteration of the loop S holds the multiplication result. It is true

that:

S=XYQM,

where Q is composed during the loop iterations depending on the LSBits of the partial

product. It is shown [12] that the result S is bounded between 2M 1 and 0 if M is

chosen so that

21 <M <

This is the second requlrement for the modulus M. The final result must be a number

less than the modulus. Therefore, in Step 7., called final reduction step, of the MM

algorithm S is compared to M and is adjusted if needed. Because of the boundaries for

5, a single subtraction ofM is enough to assure S <M.

Because the MM algorithm introduces r1 in the result, the algorithm cannot

be directly used for integers. Montgomery multiplication applies for numbers in the

Montgomery residue field. To transform a number from the integer field to Montgomery

field, an extra Montgomery multiplication of the number and a constant, r2, is required.

This constant is pre-computed and used many times. The result of the multiplication

is a number in the Montgomery residue field. It needs to be transformed back to the

integer field by Montgomery multiplying it by 1.

A single modular multiplication of two numbers in the integer field requires four

Montgomery multiplication operations. However, if the numbers are kept in the Mont-
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gomery residue field rather than transferred back to the integer field, subsequent multi-

plication operations require only one Montgomery multiplication.

Figure 1.2 shows how two integers X and Y are multiplied to produce an integer

S. They are first transferred to the Montgomery field as images X and Y. The images

Integer r2 mod M Montgomery

z
MM

r2modM MM

() modular multiplication

Montgomery modular multiplication

FIGURE 1.2: Modular multiplication using Montgomery Algorithm.

and Y are then Montgomery multiplied to produce the image of the result, S. The

image 3 is Montgomery multiplied by '1' to produce the integer result S. The four

multiplications are equivalent to a single conventional modular multiplication of X by

I,'

The Montgomery algorithm becomes useful for operations such as modular expo-

nentiation, where multiple multiplications are performed on numbers in Montgomery

residue field before transferring them back to the integer field. For an example, if it is

to compute X5, first X will be transformed to X, then X will be Montgomery multi-

plied by itself, then the result S will be Montgomery multiplied by X three more times.
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Finally, will be transformed to S, leaving a total of six multiplications as compared to

the conventional multiplication with four multiplications. In Montgomery multiplication

the modulus reduction of the partial product is done by shifting the bits in the product.

In the conventional modular multiplication the modulus reduction is done by integer

division. Comparing both operations one can see that the Montgomery multiplication is

the faster one. At some point it becomes feasible to use Montgomery rather than con-

ventional multiplication, even though the former one requires few extra transformations.

1.2. Booth Encoding Example.

The Booth algorithm for scanning the bits of the multiplier is presented in [13].

There are several publications describing the algorithm [14, 15].

As an example, let's consider the number X 405. Its binary representation is

X = 000 110 010 101,

using twelve bits. One way to mathematically represent the number is

x = *

where x is a single bit of X in position j. The rightmost bit has position 0.

Another way to represent X is using Booth encoding. The following coefficients

are computed using Table 4.2 on p. 35 (Radix-8 Booth encoding).

qy0 = Booth(x2.._i) = 3
qy1 = Booth(x5 2) = 3

qy2 = Booth(x8 ) = 2
qy3 = Booth(xii ) = 1

The bits of X that determine consecutive qy overlap with one position. Thus, coefficients

q2 and qy1 share x5. The first coefficient, qy needs to overlap with the non-existing bit
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x_. This bit is assumed to be 0. Then the representation for X using Booth encoding

will be

x = * q.

It is true that X = 3 + 3 * 2 2 * (23)2 + 1 * (2) = 405.

Radix-8 Booth encoding will be used in this text for the Radix-8 and the modified

Radix-8 versions of the kernel.



2. MONTGOMERY MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM
- REVISED.

This chapter contains a generalization of Molltgomery Algorithm for high-radix.

The chapter further continues with an extention of the algorithm for multiple-word

computation. The multiple-word algorithm is shown to be suitable for pipeline hardware

architectures. The chapter ends with a review section for Montgomery multiplication.

2.1. High-Radix (Radix-2') Montgomery Multiplication
(R2kMM) Algorithm.

The following notation extends the notation for the MM algorithm. New fields

will be added as appropriate.

. k this parameter determines the Radix of the computation, Radix = 2/c;

qy - this coefficient determines the multiples of the multiplicand V that are to be

added to the partial product S in the iteration of the computational loop;

qM this coefficient determines the multiples of the modulus M that are to be

added to the partial product S in the j' iteration of the computational ioop.

Figure 2.1 shows the High-Radix Montgomery algorithm (R2kMM), a generaliza-

tion of the MM algorithm presented in Chapter 1. The same notation and requirements

apply for R2kMM as well. A High-Radix Montgomery algorithm is presented and proven

to be correct in [16]. It will be shown later in this chapter that the algorithm from Figure

2.1 and the one presented in [16] are equivalent.

The parameter k changes depending on how many bits of the multiplier X are

scanned during each ioop, or the Radix of the computation. For Radix-2, or one bit of

X, k = 1; for Radix-4, or two bits of X, k = 2; for Radix-8, or three bits of X, k = 3;

and so on.
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Each loop iteration (computational loop) scans k-bits of X and begins with finding

qy according to Booth encoding. A brief example of the Booth algorithm for scanning

Step

1: S:=O

:= 0

2: FORj:=OTON-1STEPk
3: qy Booth(xj+k,.3_l)

4: S:=S+qy*Y

5: := Sk_1..o * (2k M,i10) mod 2k

6: S := sign ext. (S + q,,r * M)/2k

END FOR;

7: IFS>MTHENS:=SM
END IF;

FIGURE 2.1: High-Radix (Radix2k) Montgomery Multiplication (R2c MM) Algorithm.

the bits of the multiplier is shown in Chapter 1. For Radix-2 computation k = 1 and

qy, = x are used. The next step in the algorithm is to add qy multiples of Y to the

partial product S (Step 4 in the R2kMM algorithm). In each computational loop the

partial product is being shifted right by k-bits and sign extended (Step 6). Because of the

Booth encoding, S can have negative as well as positive signs during the computation.

The shifted-out bits must be zeros, otherwise intermediate data will be lost and the result

will be wrong. In order to make the last k-bits of S all zeros, q multiples of M are

added to the partial product. In modular arithmetic adding! subtracting the modulus

to! from a number does not affect the number's value. The coefficient q is determined

by examining the last k-bits of S generated at Step 4.
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It is shown in [16] that the requirement for qj is

qM * M=_S (mod 21v)

This requirement can be also rewritten as

Sk_1..o + q * Mk_1..o = 0 mod 2k

The latter equation is another representation of the requirement that the last k bits

of S must be zeros in Step 6 of the R2kMM algorithm. Step 5 is equivalent to these

requirements as will be shown below.

q3 Skl..O * (2k M10) mod 2k

:= Sk1..O * (Mj10) mod 2k

5k-1..O = Smod2, Mk_1..o = Mmod2k.

q3 S * (M') mod 2k

q3 * M := S mod 2k

It is also easy to show that
N-i

v= (2k)i*qy,

j=o
from the Booth encoding properties.

The last two equations show that the coefficients qy3 and are determined the

same way as it is shown in [16], which makes both algorithms equivalent. In [16] there

are requirements for X and Y that determine the boundaries for the result S. There

are no such requirements in the R2kMM algorithm. The R2kMM algorithm inherits the

boundaries for the result from the MM algorithm presented in Chapter 1.

The result S after Step 6 on Fig.2. 1 can be any number, including a number greater

than the modulus M. Step 7 is the final reduction step. Its purpose is to reduce the

result to a number less than the modulus. As for the MM algorithm, if M is chosen as

21 <M < 2', the result is bounded as 0 < S < 2M. Therefore, a single subtraction

of the modulus from the result in Step 7 will assure that S < M. This subtraction is

needed only if the result is greater than or equal to the modulus.
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2.2. Multiple-word High-Radix (Radix-2') Montgomery
Multiplication (MWR2kMM) Algorithm.

For high-precision computation it will be beneficial to divide the multiplicand Y,

the modulus M and the result S into words [12]. This approach has certain benefits for

keeping the gates' fan-in and the wiring delays in some reasonable boundaries. With

operands' bit-size of thousands of bits, a conventional design multiplying all the bits at

Step

1: S:=0

:= 0

2: FOR j := 0 TO N 1 STEP k

3: q =Booth(xj+k..j_l)

4: (Ga, S(°)) := (0) + (q *

5: Q(0)q3 LJklO * (2k M°10) mod 2k

6: (Gb,
5(0)) := (°) + (qw, * M)(0)

7: FORi:=1TONW-1
8: (Ga,

5(i))
: Ga + 5(i) + (qy * y)(i)

9: (Gb, S()) := Gb + () + (qivi * M)

10:
5(i-1) :=

(ii)
(i..o'BPw-1..k)

END FOR;

11: Ga:CaorGb
(NWi)12: 5(NW-1)

: sign ext (Ga, SBpW_ik)

END FOR;

final result representation

FIGURE 2.2: Multiple-word High-Radix (Radix2Ic) Montgomery Multiplication
(MWR2"MM) Algorithm.
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once would have:

a high number of pins

. increased fan-in for the gates

the input and output signals driving long wires

The current publications on multipliers computing with the all operands' bits at once

do not exceed precision of 100 bits [15, 17]. The general approach is to reuse a hardware

core with a fixed precision, usually at most 32 or 64 bits.

In this chapter the notation for Montgomery multiplication is extended as follows:

. BPW - the number of bits in a single word of either Y, M or 5;

. NW = the number of words in either Y, M or S;

Ca, Gb - carry bits;

(y(Nw_1),...,y(1),y(o))
- Y represented as multiple words;

(M('v_l), ...,M(1),M(°)) - M represented as multiple words;

(S(NW_1), S('), 5(0)) S represented as multiple words;

- bits k 1 to 0 from the jth word of S.

The high-radix Montgomery algorithm from Fig. 2.1 is represented on Fig. 2.2

in its multiple-word form. The superscripts show indices of words, the subscripts show

indices of bits in the operands. The parameter NW represents the number of words in

either Y, M or S. Because the three have same precision they have the same number of

words. Word vectors represent Y, M and S while X is represented by a bit vector.

On Fig. 2.2 Ca and Gb represent two carry bits that are being propagated from

the computation of one word to the computation of the next word. The coefficient q is

computed only from the last k-bits of the first word in the partial product, (°), in each

computational cycle. Then this coefficient applies for all other words in the same cycle.
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In the final step of the computational cycle (Step 12 in the MWR2kMM algorithm) the

intermediate product is sign-extended as it is done for the R2kMM algorithm.

The MWR2kMM algorithm provides certain benefits for hardware implementation.

The multiplications (qy *
y)(*) and (qj * M)(*) can be implemented by multiplexers.

The shifting operation in Step 10 is simple in hardware. The addition operation appears

several times in the algorithm. There are certain methods for keeping it fast. One of them

is keeping the intermediate result in a Carry-Save Form, using Carry-Save Adders (CSA)

for addition. With this approach the carries out of the addition are not propagated but

rather stored in a separate bit-vector along with the other bit-vector for the sum bits. The

most time-consuming operations are finding the coefficients qy and q. The coefficient

qy can be pre-computed before the computational cycle begins since it depends only on

k- bits of X. That observation leaves the computation of q the most critical part of

the algorithm as it is also pointed out by other authors [18, 19].

2.3. Pipelining the Data Dependencies in the MWR2kMM
Algorithm.

This section does not introduce a new algorithm but rather shows that the multiple-

word MM algorithm is suitable for pipelined hardware designs.

The MWR2kMM algorithm reduces the area of the computational units. However,

it increases the computational time by inserting a second loop that scans Y, M and S

word-serially. This loop is inside the main computational loop that scans the bits of

X. Because of the bit-group scanning, the outer loop has an order of magnitude more

iterations than the inner loop has. The number of iterations in the outer loop can be

reduced by unfolding the loop. Figure 2.3 shows the MWR2kMM algorithm with the

outer loop unfolded twice. The total number of iterations are twice as less than they are

without unfolding. Steps 4a, 5a and 6a are the same as they are in the previous figure.

There two new sets of steps: 4b, 5b and 6b, and 4', 5' and 6'. The first set of steps

(with indices b) computes the new value of the first word s(°), thus enabling computing
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the next coefficient q. The second set of steps (with indices ') is equivalent to Steps

4a-6a but with a new qy. In the inner loop Steps 8 through 10 are duplicated with the

second set of steps working with the next coefficients qy and qj. This second set of

steps effectively implements the next iteration of the outer loop, enabling to increase the

step of the j-loop by two.

Step

2: FORj:=OTON-1STEP2*k
3: qy = Booth(x3+k..j_l)

= Boot h(xj+2k..j+k_1)

4a: (Cai, S(°)) : s° + (q *

5a: * (2k M0)1l0) mod 2ki k-1..O

6a: (Cbl, SC°)) := + (q3 *

4b: (Cai,S1) := Cai + s1 + (q *

5b: (Cbl, s(')) := Cbl + s(') + (q3 * M)(')

6b: (1) (0):= (Sk_l..o, SBPW_lk)

4': (Ca2, S(°)) := s(°) + (qy *

5': * (2' M°1 ' mod 2kj+k k-1..0 k-1..0)

6': (Cb2, s(°)) := (°) + (qM+k * M)(°)

7: FORi:=2TONW-1
8: (Cai, S) := Cai + + (q * y)(i)

9: (Cbl, s(0) := Cbl + + (qj,r *

10: := (S(2)
k-1..0' BPW_1..k)

8': (C Q(i_1)) := Ca2 + + (q * y)(i)
a2

9': (Cb2, S1) := Cb2 + + (qMk *

10': S2) (S1' k-1..0' BPW_1..k)

END FOR;

FIGURE 2.3: MWR2kMM Algorithm, unfolded twice.
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FIGURE 2.4: Data graph for unfolded loop.

Figure 2.4 shows how the words of S are computed in different steps of the unfolded

algorithm and how they are passed between the two iterations of the outer ioop running in

parallel. The two parallel computational flows can be performed in physically separate

hardware units, organized as a pipeline. Other parallel computational flows can be

started with further unfolding of the outer loop in the MWR2kMM algorithm. The

general data dependency graph is presented in [12] and is also shown on Fig. 2.5. The

level of unfolding determines the number of vertical threads on the graph. Another term

for the level of unfolding is the level of parallelism in the algorithm.

The data dependency graph can be mapped into hardware as a pipeline design.

It can be seen that there is a two-step delay between adjacent computational threads

which will map into a two-clock cycle delay between adjacent pipeline stages. The level

of parallelism is directly mapped into the number of pipeline stages. It is the designer's

choice to fix the number of stages and the number of words (or the number of bits per
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word), given the precision of the operands. A big portion of the rest of this thesis work

is dedicated to finding optimal design points for these parameters.

rn

FIGURE 2.5: Dependency graph for the Montgomery Algorithm.

2.4. Literature Review for Montgomery Multiplication.

High-Radix conventional multipliers have been successfully implemented [15]. How-

ever, not many modular multipliers, using high-radix computation, have been reported.

A high-radix Montgomery multiplication algorithm is described in [16] along with math-

ematical proof for algorithm's correctness.

A Radix-4 implementation of modular multiplication using Brickel's algorithm

[20] was proposed in [21]. The numbers are represented in redundant representations.

The multiplication is performed without carry propagation. The modulo-reduction is

interleaved with the addition step.
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A similar algorithm is presented in [22]. The paper presents two possible schemes,

S-Scheme and P-Scheme, further explained in [16]. The former computes the product of

two numbers, one with bit-size of the order of 1000 and the other with bit-size of 10 bits.

This configuration requires a low rate of the clock. The P-Scheme poses limits to the

number of bits from the partial sum used to determine the coefficient q, thus limiting

the radix of the computation.

The Brickel's algorithm shifts out the leftmost most significant bits of the par-

tial product, after they have been nullified. It is been noted [23] that shifting out the

rightmost less significant bits of the partial product, as it is done in the Montgomery's

algorithm, has advantages (simplifying determination of q) over the former approach

and thus is the more attractive one. Both approaches are compared in [16] with consid-

erations for high-radix implementations.

The implementation of Montgomery multiplication involves making the tradeoff

between chip area and computational speed [24]. Two main points to be considered

are that with increasing the radix the multiplier operand is scanned faster, however the

determination of the q coefficient becomes more complex. Thus, the overall effect on

the computational time is to be investigated in detail.

Simplifying the determination of the q coefficient is discussed in [18]. The possi-

ble simplification is a result of modifying the original Montgomery algorithm by trans-

forming the modulus M. The intermediate steps of addition and modular reduction are

simplified for the cost of additional pre-processing and a wider range of the final result.

The later will require multiple subtractions ofM from the final result.

As it is shown in [11] the current need for the bit size of the operands in modular

arithmetic computation can be divided into two areas. The applications in the first

area operate with operand size of less than 256 bits. Applications in the second group

require bit size above 512 and 1024 bits. To be most efficient, a hardware solution for

modular multiplier would work with applications from both areas. A flexible multiplier

can be integrated into a system as an autonomous co-processor attached to the system

bus [11, 25]. Another way of integrating the multiplier is as a functional unit to the



main CPU. The former approach is becoming increasingly attractive with the idea of

implementing more and more cryptographic operations in hardware and having to reuse

some of the operands inside the unit.

As it was noted, a modular multiplier unit would have to operate on numbers with

high precision as well as this precision may vary. One way for multiplying both operands

is multiplying all the bits at once in an array. Another approach is to use a core with

small bit size and reuse it with bit portions of the operands.

A single chip, 1024-bit RSA implementation is shown in [21]. The multiplication

part is implemented as an array multiplier. It is noted that this approach for multipli-

cation requires multiple clock cycles to complete.

Limiting the size of the computing unit has certain advantages as shown in [12].

Thus, the second approach of fixed core that is reused many times is attractive. This

thesis work is an extension of the design presented in [12].

Using reconfigurable hardware provides the means of solving problems for both

high-precision and variable-precision computation. The main candidates for flexible

hardware are FPGAs [8, 25]. Designs with FPGAs inherit advantages typical to all

FPGA designs. It is pointed out [25] that a flexible design would have flexibility and

adaptivity comparable to conventional software and good performance because of the

hardware implementation. The control part of the design can reconfigure the datapath

so that it is time efficient for the specific operand bit-length. The greater time efficiency

comes with greater area consumption. It is noted in [8] that it is a challenge to fit a

modular arithmetic architecture for 1024-bit operations on a single FPGA due to the

large resource requirements.

An implementation of a 12x12 bits modular multiplier based on Montgomery mul-

tiplication algorithm is presented in [17]. The time and area results presented in this

thesis work will be compared with the results presented in [17]. However, the compar-

ison can be only an approximation of the technologies, architectures and bit sizes used

in both cases.
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An approach for modular multiplication based on Residue arithmetic is presented

in [26]. The multiplication algorithm is distributed among a ring of processors. Each

processor operates on a set of data and then forwards this data to the next processor.

The result is that computation is performed as it would be done in a hardware pipeline.

The final reduction step in MM algorithm can be avoided if some preprocessing of

the operands is done [27, 23]. A special attention is paid to signal broadcasting problems

in [27]. Long wires cause high parasitic resistance and capacitance which lead to signal

degradation. A pipelined design or systolic arrays are noted as possible solutions for the

broadcasting problem. Implementations based on Brickel's and Montgomery's algorithms

are compared leading to a design with a critical path delay of seven "gates".

A unified multiplier architecture for finite fields GF(p) and GF(2m) is presented

in [11]. It is shown that a Montgomery multiplication module can operate in both fields

without significant increasing in the design area. The computation in the module is not

bounded by the available storage space in the module. This is done by allowing the

module to use the system memory.
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3. SYSTEM LEVEL DESCRIPTION.

This chapter presents the system level description of Montgomery multiplier and

its main functional blocks. The interface signals connecting the blocks are also shown.

3.1. Montgomery Multiplier.

The architecture of a Montgomery multiplier implementing the MWR2kMM algo-

rithm (Fig. 2.2 on p. 11) is shown on Fig. 3.1. There are two main functional blocks:

Kernel and 10 blocks. Each of them is shown as two separate parts: control and dat-

apath. The Kernel's datapath is where the computation takes place according to the

algorithm. The Kernel's control block supplies the signals synchronizing the system.

The JO block provides the interface for the user. This block can be implemented

in different ways depending on the application where the multiplier will be used and/or

the system's architecture in which the multiplier will be integrated. The solution for this

block can be flexible and the only requirement for it is to meet the timing specifications

as shown in Appendix A. Therefore, the architecture of this functional unit is out of the

scope of this work.

There is also a functional block which computes the final result in a suitable form

for the output of the multiplier, implementing the final reduction step in the algorithm.

The Kernel's datapath gets as inputs BPW-bit words of Y, M and S (represented

in a Carry-Save form as SS and SC) and k bits of X; with k = 1 for a Radix-2 com-

putation, k = 2 for Radix-4, k = 3 for R.adix-8, etc. The outputs are BPW-bit words

of the new partial product S. Vectors SS and SC0 represent the partial product in a

Carry-Save form. They change every clock cycle.

The superscript star (*) indicates that the signal is one word of the corresponding

vector. The signals y(*), M(*), ss(*) and sC(*) represent one word of each vector

M, SS and SC. y(*), M(*), SS(*) and SC(*) change every clock cycle.
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The signal X3 is a k-bit signal. It provides the bits of X needed for Step 3 of

the MWR2kMM algorithm. Each stage needs these bits at different time. Thus, this
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FIGURE 3.1: System Level Diagram of Modular Multiplier.

signal is made common for all stages with internal control loading the signal in the right

stage at the right time. One bit of X3 overlaps with the next set of bits as shown in the

example from Chapter 1. Thus, the signal is internally expanded with one bit.

Figure 3.2 shows the Kernel-TO interface. The shown signals are those between the

Kernel (both datapath and control blocks) and the TO (both datapath and control blocks)

blocks. A more detailed interface for all signals on Fignre 3.1 is shown in Appendix A.
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3.2. Kernel Datapath.

The kernel datapath is the functional block implementing the Montgomery algo-

rithm. It is organized as a pipeline of Montgomery multiplication (MM) cells separated

by registers. The unit gets as inputs one word of Y, M, SS and SC each clock cycle.

Additionally, (NS * k) bits of X are transferred to the kernel over 2 * NS clock periods.

Every second clock period k bits of X are loaded in a stage. A stage consists of a MMcell

and a register. The datapath outputs one word of each SS and SC every clock cycle.

The outputs are named SSOUT and k) KOUT

Each MMcell propagates the words of Y and M and the newly computed words

of SS and SC to the next MMcell, which performs the Montgomery Multiplication

algorithm and on its turn propagates the words of Y and M and the newly computed

words of SS and SC.
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FIGURE 3.3: Top Level Diagram of the Kernel datapath.

The main focus of thesis work is on designing the Montgomery Multiplication cell.

3.3. Kernel Control.

This functional block provides the control signals for the kernel datapath and the

registers between the kernel and the JO block. The kernel control also provides the

control signals needed by the JO block for synchronous datafiow between the JO block

and the kernel datapath.

The kernel control is designed as several finite state machines and is presented

with details in Appendix B.

3.4. Final Reduction Step Block.

This functional block implements the final reduction step in the R2kMM algorithm,

Fig.2.1, Step 7 on page 9. The final reduction happens after the last iteration of the

loop scanning the bits of X. During the intermediate iterations the final reduction block

propagates the signals from the kernel datapath without operating on them.
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The final result is represented in a multiple-word form. The design of the final

reduction block takes advantage of the word-serial output of the kernel datapath and

implements the final reduction serially, on the fly, as the words of both vectors of the

result are coming out of the kernel datapath.

The condition S > M will not be known before the last pair of words for S is

computed in the datapath. The final reduction block implements the computation for

both conditions, S M, when S M is generated; and S < M, when only Carry-Save

to non-redundant conversion is required. Both resulting vectors will be stored in the

place for SS and SC (the two bit-vectors of the intermediate result) in the TO block.

After the last pair of words of S is processed then a flag is set indicating which condition

is valid, S> M or S < M. Respectively the result will be in either SS or SC.

A detailed implementation of the final reduction block is presented in Appendix C.
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4. KERNEL IMPLEMENTATIONS.

This chapter presents three implementatioiis for the Kernel. The Montgomery

algorithm and the architecture of the MM cell are defined for each implementation.

4.1. Kernel vi, Radix-2.

The Kernel datapath is organized as a pipeline of MM cells separated by registers.

Each cell performs computation according to the MWR2kMM algorithm (Fig. 2.2, p.

11). The registers propagate words of the partial product S, the multiplicand V and

the modulus M from cell to cell. A Carry-Save Form, as two bit-vectors, is used for S.

This speeds up the computation because no time for carry propagation is needed when

performing addition.

The simplest implementation of the kernel cell has been proposed in [12]. It is a

Radix-2 implementation, the multiplier x is being scanned bit-serially, a single bit at a

time. The cell operates on one bit of the multiplier X during one computational cycle.

One word of each, the multiplicand (Y), the modulus (M) and the partial product (S)

is processed each clock cycle in the cell.

4.1.1. Multiple Word Radix-2 Montgomery
Multiplication (MWR2MM) Algorithm.

Figure 4.1 shows the MWR2kMM algorithm from Figure 2.2, p. 11, when used for

Radix-2 computations. It is equivalent to the algorithm shown in [12], named MWR2MM

algorithm. The same name is adopted here.

For Radix-2, the parameter k = 1 is used in the MWR2kMM algorithm. The

multiplier X is scanned one bit at a time. Therefore, in Step 3, qy = x3 is used. The

computation of the q1c3 coefficient for k = 1 is simplified to examining the last bit of
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(0) . . (0) (0)the partial product- S0 . Tius is true because Mk_l = M = 1, since the modulus is

always chosen to be an odd number (as shown in the general description of the algorithm).

The coefficients qy3 and qM are either 0 or 1 and the multiplier X is a positive number.

Therefore, the partial product S is always positive and there is no need to sign-extend

it in Step 12.

Step

1: S:=0
2: FORj:=OTON-1 STEP 1

3: qy2=x3

4: (Ca,SC°) ::

5: q3
0)

6: (Cb,S(°)) :

7: FORi:=1

8: (Ga,S

9: (Gb, s)'

10:
(z-1)

END FOR;

= (°) + (q *

+ (q, * M)(°)

TO NWi
Ca + (i)

+ (qy *
y)(i)

:= Gb +
(z) + (q3 * M)

- I y(i) Q(i_1)

'-'0 '-'BPW-1..1

11: Ca:CaorCb

1'). (NW-1) ._ (NW_1)
'-'a, -'BPW-1..1

END FOR;

final result representation

FIGURE 4.1: Multiple Word Radix-2 Montgomery Multiplication (MWR2MM)
Algorithm.
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4.1.2. Radix-2 Cell Description.

Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram for a Radix-2 kernel cell. The main functional

blocks are the two Carry-Save Adders (CSA) which perform Steps 4, 6, 8 and 9 in the

MWR2MM algorithm, Fig.4.1 (equivalent to Steps 4 and 6 of the R2kMM algorithm, Fig.

2.1 on p. 9). The input xj is a bit of the multiplier X. It is stored in a register one clock

cycle before a computational cycle starts and it is applied for the whole computational

cycle. This bit, xj,., controls a multiplexer (MUX) and effectively implements qy, *

for Steps 4 and 8 in the MWR2MM algorithm (Step 7 of the R2kMM algorithm) The

bit-vector qy, * Y and the two bit-vectors of the partial product are the inputs for the

first CSA. The outputs of this GSA are the two bit-vectors of the new partial product -

surnA and carryA. If the cell operates on the first word of S then the least significant bit

of sumA is the least significant bit of S. Recall that the least significant bit of carryA

will be always 0, as a result from the structure of a CSA. If the least significant bit of

S is 1 then the modulus M needs to be added to the partial product, Step 5 on Fig.

4.1. This bit, isbit_val, is stored as lsbit_val_reg and is applied to all words of S in this

computational cycle through signal addM. The signal addM controls a MUX and thus

one of the inputs of the second CSA, which consists in (q1'i * M)(1), needed in Steps

6 and 9 of the MWR2MM algorithm. The second GSA compresses the two words of

the redundant partial product and the word (q1vi * M)() (zero or M()) into two new

bit-vectors sumB and carryB. The LSBits of the first words in surnB and carryB are

known to be zeros after adding (qM3 * M)(°). Thus, they can be shifted out, effectively

implementing division by 2, Steps 10 and 12 on Fig.4.1 (Step 6 on Fig.2.1). The shifting

is done by storing the significant bits of the partial product vectors into DFFRS.

The carry-out bits generated by the CSAs are propagated from word to word of

S in the same computational cycle. The carry-out from the first CSA, Ca, is inserted in

the LSB position in the next word, Fig. 4.3. The carry-out from the second GSA, Gb,

becomes the MSBit in carryB, after this bit-vector gets shifted right by one bit.
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FIGURE 4.2: Kernel Cell for algorithm MWR2MM.

The words of M and Y are propagated through DFFs to the next pipeline stage.

The choice of using flip-flops without a reset pin is made after the observation that the

multiplexers for (q * Y)(i) arid * M)(i) will select the ZERO bit-vector until the
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unknown state of the DFFs gets overwritten with words of Y and M. Using flip-flops

with less area whenever it is possible substantially decreases the area of the whole design.

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
XXXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXXO

S'
-i-- xxxxxxs xxxxxx, -I- XXXXXXXO

CbXXXXXXX CbXXXXXXX CbXXXXXXXO

s2
after

XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX shifting

CbXXXXXXX CbXXXXXXX CbXXXXXXX

FIGURE 4.3: Carries propagation for MMcell vi.

The control signals for the cell are delayed two clock cycles and then propagated

to the next cell, Fig.4.4, p. 29. Even though this may look like a self-timed organization,

the operation is fully synchronous. Each cell propagates the control signals with strict

timing. No decision is made in a cell to either speed up or delay the propagation of the

control signals.

first_cycle_out

load_xj_out

ce
j_.

ce_out

FIGURE 4.4: Control signals' propagation between two pipeline stages.
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4.2. Kernel v2, Radix-8.

This section describes a higher-radix implementation of the kernel cell compared

to the one described in the previous section. Here, Radix-8 computation is being used

as a template and an example of a design using high-radix computation (k> 1).

The motivation for using higher radices is that the number of iterations in the

outer ioop in the MWR2kMM algorithm, Fig. 2.2 on p. 11, can be reduced substantially.

Chapter 2 contains literature review on high-radix multipliers and Chapter 1 shows an

example of overlapped multiple-bit scanning.

In a Radix-8 implementation, the multiplier X is being scanned three bits at a

time. Thus, the cell operates on four bits of the multiplier X (one bit is obtained from

the previous scan) and one word of each the multiplicand (Y), the modulus (M) and the

partial product (S).

4.2.1. Multiple Word Radix-8 Montgomery
Multiplication (M WR8MM) Algorithm.

Figure 4.5 shows the MWR2kMM algorithm from Fig. 2.2 on p. 11, when used

for Radix-8 computation. The new algorithm is named MWR8MM algorithm.

For Radix-8, k = 3 is used in the MWR2kMM algorithm. The multiplier X is

scanned three bits at a time. Booth encoding on these three bits and one bit from the

previous scan is used to find the coefficient q, Step 3. This coefficient can get values

in the interval [-4. .4]. The negative multiples of V are implemented by inverting their

positive counter-pairs and adding a '1'. The coefficient q depends on the last three

bits of the partial product S and the last three bits of the modulus M, Step 5. Before

S is shifted three bits right in Step 10, these three bits must be made all zeros. This

is done by adding times the modulus M, Step 9. The range for this coefficient

can be found by examining the margin cases for Step 5. The coefficient qj will have
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the greatest value when S° = "001", and M° "001" (qj = 7). The lowest value is

when S°b = "000", and M° = "001" = 0).

Step

1: S:=0

0

2: FORj:=OTON-1STEP3
3: qy = q1 + = Booth(x3.._i)

4: (Ga, S(°)) := s(°) + (q1y * Y)(°) + (q2 *

5: qM :=qlM +q2M3 :=S0 * (8_M0l) mod8

6: (Gb, s(°)) := s° + (q1M * M)(°) + (q2 * M)(°)

7: FORi:=1TONW-1
8: (Ca, S) := Ga + s(2) + (qly3 * y)(i) + (q2y * y)(i)

9: (Gb, : Gb + S(z) + * fiJ)(i) + (q2n * M)(0

in. Q(i-i) ((i) (i-l)

W2..Q, -'BPW-i..3

END FOR;

11: Ga : GaOrCb

(NW-i)12: S(NW_i) := sign ext (Ga, SBpw_i3)

END FOR;

final result representation

FIGURE 4.5: Multiple Word R,adix-8 Montgomery Multiplication (MWR8MM)
Algorithm.

The first difficulty in this design comes from the fact that qy and q can have

values that are not powers of 2. As an example, the bit-vector 2Y can be produced from

V by left-shifting V by one bit. However, the bit-vector 3Y is produced by adding V

and 2Y. The latter case requires huge amount of time compared to simple bit-shifting.
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For qy the difficult values are 3 and -3 and for q,j the difficult values are 3, 5

and 7. One way of implementing the coefficients is to split qy and q into at least two

values each. For example, implementing qy = 3, or 3 * Y, can be done as 2 * Y + 1 * Y

or 4 * Y 1 * Y without actually performing the addition or subtraction but using two

bit-vectors, 2 * Y and 1 * Y or 4 * Y and 1 * Y in this case. Summing/subtracting the

two bit-vectors to obtain the bit-vector for 3Y will be an overkill for the computational

speed. A better approach is to use two bit-vectors for (q * y)(*). Same logic applies

for qj. Implications on the hardware design will be shown in the next section.

qy, qly, q2y, qM qlM, q2M,

-4 -4 0 0 0 0

-3 -4 1 1 1 0

-2 -4 2 2 0 2

-2 -2 0 3 -1 4

-1 -1 0 3 1 2

o o 0 4 0 4

1 0 1 5 1 4

2 0 2 6 2 4

2 -4 2 7 -1 8

3 -1 4

4 0 4

TABLE 4.1: Possible combinations for coefficients qy and

Some possible combinations for these coefficients are shown in Table 4.1 where qy,

is represented as q1 and q2, and q, is represented as qlA4- and q2jt.

Thus, Steps 4, 6, 8 and 9 on Fig.4.5 are modified from the general algorithm on

Fig.2.2 as the coefficients and are split into two coefficients each.
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The last word of the partial product needs to be sign-extended because qy3 and

qM can have negative values and so does S, Step 12.

4.2.2. Radix-S Cell Description.

Figure 4.6 shows the diagram for a Radix-8 MMcell. Because the coefficients qy

and qi are split into two each, the adders need to have an extra input. As an example,

instead of computing S S + 3Y, where 3Y is computed as the addition of 2Y and Y,

the computation is S S + 2Y + V. Computing 3Y would require carry propagation

along the words of Y, while S S+2Y+Y compressed the three vectors in a Carry-Save

form.

In order to provide an additional input for the CSAs, implementing Steps 4, 6,

8 and 9 on Fig.4.5 the CSAs are substituted with four-to-two adders. The four-to-

two adders have two carry-out bits propagating between sequential words of the partial

product S. One carry-out is handled in the same way as shown for Radix-2, by inserting

it in the LSB position of carryA. The other carry-out is introduced back to the same

adder as a carry-in bit for the next word of S.

It is efficient to choose only one of the coefficients qy to get negative values. This

is true because negative bit-vectors, like Y, are implemented by inverting the positive

bit-vector, V in this case, and introducing a carry-in with a value of '1'. A four-to-two

adder has only one carry-in input. Thus, only one of the coefficients can be negative,

otherwise a design with more carry-in bits gets complicated.

There are two multiplexers implementing (q1 *
Y)(*) and (q2' * y)(*). The

Booth encoding of the bits of X is done according to Table 4.2 in DECJ(J functional

block. As an example, (/2 * Y) means that the V is multiplied by 2 and all the bits are

complemented (or negated). Also, one can notice that the values 2 and 2 are formed

in two different ways. This makes the logic for decoding the combination of bits for x3

simpler. The outputs of DECXJ unit are the control signals for the multiplexers as well
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as the carry-in bit for the first four-to-two adder (for the first word of the computational

cycle).

BPW bits per word, at least 4 for this cell version
clk, cc, dr on the DFFS are the external ones unless specified explicitly

hiddenbit_in spiIlA_2reg ii
spillA

lsbitval(2; +
2:0 : A(N-1 :0)

sumPW-1 :0) B(N-1 :0)

° r C(N-1 :0)
-" ru

Ct ' D(NlO) '°carjA(BPW 1 :0

I Jin1

o - I spillA_2rego -Lt1pii
'o MUX1' P- e addM(2:0)

P WI :LI&0A

spiliB 0 -

sumB(BPW-1 :0) A(N-1 :0)

BlN-1:0)

carryB(BPW-1 :0) C(N-1 :0)

D(N-l:0)

I

0)

iTLL :I
I '©

-u

..I;-

-1:0 i.:

spillB2
0

I I

MOUT(BPW-1 :0) YOUT(BPW-1 :0)

FIGURE 4.6: MM Cell v2.
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The coefficient qj,i depends on the three LSBits of the partial product S and the

three LSBits of the modulus M. The product is represented with two vectors. There is

one additional input bit, hidden-bit, which affects qAr. The role of the hidden bit will

be explained later in this section. We can take advantage of knowing that the LSB of M

is always '1' and the LSB of carryA is always '0'. Therefore, qj really depends only on

eight bits: sumA20, carryA2..i, hidden-bit and As it was mentioned above, q3

is split into two coefficients qliti and q2.

x3(3 : 0) qy, q1 cm q2 x3(3 : 0) qy, q1 cm q2

0000 0 0 0 0 1000 -4 /4 1 0

0001 1 0 0 1 1001 -3 /4 1 1

0010 1 0 0 1 1010 -3 /4 1 1

0011 2 0 0 2 1011 -2 /4 1 2

0100 2 /2 1 4 1100 -2 /2 1 0

0101 3 /1 1 4 1101 -1 /1 1 0

0110 3 /1 1 4 1110 -1 /1 1 0

0111 4 0 0 4 1111 0 0 0 0

TABLE 4.2: Booth encoding for qy, the backslash means bit-complement.

If all eight bits are used for a lookup table for q, the table will have 256 entries.

The number of entries can be reduced by adding surnA20, carryA2..i and hidden-bit by

a three-bit adder. The resulting three-bit vector is named addM:

addM20 = (sumA2..o + (carryA2..i, 0) + (00, hiddenbit)) mod 8.

The decoding table for qi has 32 entries. The decoding is done in DECM functional

block according to Table 4.3. The outputs of the decoder are the control signals for the

multiplexers implementing (qlM3 * M)(*) and (q2 * M)(*) in Steps 6 and 9 on Fig. 4.5.
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The decoder also has an output which is asserted '1' whenever ql is negative. This

signal becomes a carry-in for the second four-to-two adder.

qM qlMJ cim2 q2M3

addM2o MO MO MO MO

00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11 00 01 10 11

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

001 7 5 3 1 /1 1 /1 1 1 0 1 0 8 4 4 0

010 6 2 6 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 0

011 5 7 1 3 1 /1 1 /1 0 1 0 1 4 8 0 4

100 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4

101 3 1 7 5 /1 1 /1 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 8 4

110 2 6 2 6 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

111 1 3 5 7 1 /1 1 /1 0 1 0 1 0 4 4 8

TABLE 4.3: Decoding for q.

The multiples of Y and M, like 2Y, 4Y, 2M, 4M, 8M, require that these operands

be left-shifted. Because of the word-serial scanning this shifting requires some of the

MSBits from the previous words of V and M to be kept when the new words arrive.

This is true because it is not possible to shift the whole operand at once, but rather it

is done word-serially. Figure 4.7 illustrates the shifting of bits between two words of V

or M. If this is the first word (first_cycle='l') then a number of zeros is shifted in to

produce the needed multiple. Otherwise, the MSBits of the previous word are shifted in

as the LSBits of the current word. The figure also shows how the first and the second

bits ofM are stored when the first word ofM comes into the cell. These bits are further

used in determining q.
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:0)
Y(BPW-1: BPW-2)
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r?0II 8M(2:0)
M(BPW-1: BPW-3)
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M(2:1) D Q kJ

clk

first_cycle Iced

first_cycle

FIGURE 4.7: Generation of M and Y multiples.

In Step 10 of the MWR8MM algorithm, Fig.4.5, the partial product is right-shifted

by three bits. The algorithm ensures that these bits are all zeros. In the MMcelI imple-

mentation the product S is represented as two bit-vectors in a Carry-Save form. Because

of this representation, there is no full carry propagation in the bits for S. Thus, the first

words of the two bit-vectors (sumB(°), carryB(°)) after Step 6 in the MWR8MM algo-

rithm can be for example: sumB(°) = X..X110 and carryB(°) = X..X010, where X

represents any value of the bit in this position. Thus, the last three bits of S are equiv-

alently zeros when converted to a non-redundant form. However, data will be lost these

bits are shifted out without taking into account for carry propagation (110 + 010 1000).

The last bit of carryB(°) is always '0'. Therefore, to detect the need of carry

sumB(2) D Q
cik

rst hidden_bit_out
sumB(1) D Q

cik

rst

FIGURE 4.8: Hidden-bit circuit.



propagation only the second and third bits of either carryB(°) or surnB° need to be

checked. If detected, this situation requires a flag to be asserted indicating the carry

of '1' represented in the shifted bits. This flag is named hidden-bit. The circuit for the

hidden-bit is shown on Fig.4.8. The two bits of snmB° are stored into DFFRS. Thus,

the logic for the hidden-bit does not stand on the critical path for the whole cell. The

hidden-bit out of an MMcell becomes the hidden-bit in for the next MMcell. It can be

inserted in the free LSBit position in carryA(°) and also participates in determining q

as it is shown above.

4.3. Kernel v3, modified Radix-8.

This section describes another design for a Radix-8 Montgomery Multiplication

Cell (MMcell). Compared to the MMcell described in the previous section, the new

approach yields a different critical path structure.

4.3.1. Multiple Word Modified Radix-8 Montgomery Multiplication
(M WMR 8MM) Algorithm.

As shown in [12] there are two types of steps in each computational cycle. Figure

2.5 shows Step 'A' and Steps 'B' in each computational thread. Step 'A' corresponds to

Steps 4, 5 and 6 in the MWR8MM algorithm (Fig.4.5 on p.31), while Steps 'B' correspond

to Steps 8 and 9 in the inter ioop in Fig.4.5. Clearly, a step type 'A' takes more time

than a step type 'B' does. The difference is the determination of the coefficient In

a pipeline organization the clock period will depend on the slowest of these steps, Step

'A'. Therefore, it is beneficial to make Step 'A' as fast as Step 'B'. This can be done by

changing the place of Step 5 in the the MWR8MM algorithm.

One can observe that qA4,, Step 5 on Fig.4.5, depends on the three LSBits of the

partial product from the previous computational cycle, the three LSBits of y(°),

and the coefficients q1 and q2. If the word size for S is more than six bits the three
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LSBits of S for the next pipeline stage will be available well before the whole word (0) is

Step

1: S:=0

x_1 := 0

qy0 = qly0 + q2y0 = Booth(x3.._i)

:= (qly0 * + q2y * * (2 M0) mod 8

2: FOR j =0 TO N 1 STEP 3

3: qy3 = ql3 + q23 = Boot h(x3+3+3..+3_i)

4: (Ca, 5(0)) := (°) + q1 * y(°) + q2y3 * y(°)

6: (Gb, s(°)) := (°) + ql3 * M(°) + J2M3 * M°

(0)p: qM3 := qlM3 + q23 := S53 * (2 - M0) mod 8

7: FORi:=1TONW-1
8: (Ca, S(i)) Ca + 5(i) + q1 * y(i) + q2 * y(i)

9: (Gb, s(s)) := Gb + (z) + ql3 * M() + q2, * M(1)

10: S(i_1) := (s?, 5(i-1)
BPW-1..3

END FOR;

11: Ca := CaOrGb

(NWi)
12: 5(NW-1) := sign ext (Ca, 5BPW_i..3)

END FOR;

final result representation

FIGURE 4.9: Multiple Word Modified Radix-8 Montgomery Multiplication
(MWMR8MM) Algorithm.

available. The word size needs to be greater than six bits because the three LSB of (0)

are shifted away. Some of the bits in (°) come from ('). The idea is to have at least

three significant bits of s(°) that remain in s° after the word gets shifted. These bits
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will be propagated between two registers with no logic operation done on them. histead

of simply propagating the bits, the logic determining qj,j can be done with them.

This observation allows us to rearrange the Montgomery algorithm for Radix-8 as

shown on Fig.4.9. The new algorithm is named MWMR8MM algorithm. After Step 6

the three LSBits of S are known to be all zeros and will be shifted out. So, in the next

outer loop iteration, bits 5-3 will become LSBits for S. Therefore, q1 for the next

outer ioop iteration can be determined even though not all bits of (0) are known.

The rearranged algorithm would not have any computational speed up in software.

However, it will gain performance in hardware when the outer ioop is unfolded and a

pipeline organization is used.

4.3.2. Modified Radix-8 Cell Description.

The MMcell for this version of the kernel is shown on Fig.4. 10. The difference

between this cell and the one shown in the previous section (Fig.4.6) is that a portion

of the first four-to-two adder is moved before the inter-stage registers. This portion of

the adder computes the three LSB of the partial product in Step 6 on Fig. 4.9. In the

same clock cycle these two three-bit vectors are added together to form the three-bit

vector addM. This bit vector is decoded in the next clock cycle considering also two bits

of modulus M to produce the coefficients for multiples of modulus M.

The result of this hardware organization is that all possible delay paths will not

exceed a critical path of six XOR-gate and three MUX-gate delay. In more detail, this

is the critical path of two four-to-two adders, a four-input MUX and a MUX. This is the

minimum critical path that can be achieved with implementing Steps 8,9 and 10, Fig.4.9

on p.39, in the same clock cycle. Each four-to-two adder introduces three XOR-gate

delay. The MUX for multiples of y(°) is a four-input MUX and there is an one-level

MUX for the shifting of the output words of SS and Sc.

The computation in the first four-to-two adder is divided into two parts. The first

part is located before the inter-stage registers. It operates on data with indices j + 3.
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The rest of the adder is located after the inter-stage registers and operates on data with

xj 3:0)

BPW - bits per word, at least 6 for this cell version
cik, on, cli on tho DFFS arc tho oxtorcal onca anions spocifiod cxplicitiy

!i i
0 0

0OnO
33 0

A(2O)

1

r
REGISTERS REGISTERS

LmA2 >

L -

anw:::

[T°[1L_Jz clz
0 0

M_OUT(BPW- 1:0) Y_OUT(BPW-1 :0)

FIGURE 4.10: MM Cell v3.
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indices j. Therefore, there is one clock cycle difference in the time domain between both

parts when they operate on data with the same indices.

The left portion, also three-bit portion, operates on data that will be available for

the rest of the adder one clock cycle later, while the rest of the adder produces carry

signals that will be valid for data(j + 3). However, data(j + 3) is currently in the three

bit portion.

This arrangement requires that the carry-out propagation among words of the

partial product S is done with an inverse logic compared to MMcell v2, Fig.4.6. The

carry-out, net spillA2, is introduced immediately as carry-in for the three-bit four-to-two

adder. The carry-out of the three-bit four-to-two adder is delayed one clock cycle before

introduced to the first four-to-two adder. This is correct because the latter will operate

on the same set of data one clock cycle later than the three-bit portion.

The decoding tables for qy and q remain the same as for the MMcell v2.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS.

5.1. Synthesis and Simulation Environment.

The Mentor Graphics package of applications was used to generate the data in

this chapter. The target technology was set to AMIO5.slow provided in the ASIC Design

Kit (ADK) from the same company. A data-book for this technology is available at

[28]. It has to be noted that the ADK has been developed for educational purposes and

therefore cannot be fully compared to technologies used for commercial ASICs. It was

merely used to compare the three versions of the kernel design with one another.

Before the designs were synthesized, they were simulated in ModelSim for func-

tional correctness.

The slowest technology (AMIO5.slow) was used to account for the worst-case delays

in the design. The designs were described in VHDL, then they were synthesized in

Leonardo as flattened designs (no hierarchy). The so-produced flattened designs were

laid-out in ICStatiou. This tool provides for RC parameter extraction. RC-extraction

allows a time delay value to be associated with each wire in the design, bringing further

simulations closer to the real-silicon simulations. Using the derivatives from ICStation

and Leonardo, the designs were back annotated and verified with Velocity.

5.2. Kernel vi.

5.2.1. Area Estimation for Kernel vi.

The area of the kernel depends on the area of the kernel cell and the area of the

registers between two consecutive stages. The area of the kernel cell is a function of

the word size (BPW) chosen for the partial product (S), the modulus (M) and the

multiplicand (Y). The number of stages in the kernel affects how many cells are used.

Thus, the area of the kernel is a function of the number of stages in the pipeline (NS)
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and the word size for S, Y and M (BPW):

Akerneli = NS * Aceii i + (NS 1) * ASTAGEREG.

The registers between two stages in the pipeline hold one word of M, one word of Y and

two words of S. DFFs can be used for M and Y while S requires DFFRs. Thus, the

area for an inter-stage register is

ASTAGE1EG 2* BPW * ADFF +2* BPW * ADFFR.

NS 8

Bits Per Word

16 32 64 128

1 245 474 933 1850 3683

2 774 1480 2893 5719 11370

3 1302 2486 4853 9588 19056

4 1943 3681 7156 14106 28006

5 2360 4498 8774 17326 34430

6 2888 5504 10734 21195 42116

7 3417 6509 12694 25064 49803

9 4474 8521 16615 32802 65176

11 5532 10533 20535 40540 80550

13 6589 12544 24456 48278 95923

15 7646 14556 28376 56016 111296

20 10289 19585

26 13461 25620

50 26149

TABLE 5.1: Area in number of NOR gates for Kernel vi.
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The previous section describes the architecture of a single Radix-2 kernel cell.

There are two CSAs for BPW bits, two MUXes for BPW bits, two DFFs for BPW

bits, two DFFRs for (BPW 1) bits, two single-bit registers, two single-bit DFFRs, a

MUX and six single-bit DFFRS for propagating control signals from pipeline stage to

the next pipeline stage. The control signals' propagation is shown on Fig. 4.4.

=2 * ACSA(BPW) + 2 *AMUx(fipw) + 2 * BPW * ADFF+ 2 * (BPW 1) * ADFFR+

+8*ADFFR+2*AREG

The structure of a CSA is a number of Full Adders (FA) repeated as many times as the

number of bits this CSA operates on. Thus, ACSA(BPW) = BPW * AFA.

The following area estimates are assumed, shown in number of NOR gates:

AFA = 6.49;

AMUX = 1.92;

ADFF = 4.79;

ADFFR = 5.92;

AREG = 7.97.

The areas of the kernel cell and the inter-stage registers are then

Ace11,,1 = 38.24 * BPW + 51.44,

ASTAGEJEG = 21.42 * BPW.

The last kernel cell does not propagate the words of V and M as well as the control

signals further. Therefore, it is optimized by removing DFFs for two times BPW bits

and six DFFRS (-9.58 * BPW 35.5). The total area of the kernel is then

Akerneli = 59.65 * NS * BPW + 51.4 * NS 31 * BPW 35.5. (5.1)

Table 5.1 is coiistructed using Eq. 5.1. If the kernel is synthesized as a flattened design

then the area decreases by 4.5% by the tool's optimizations.



Time Estimation for Kernel vi.

The total computational time for the kernel is a product of the number of clock

cycles it takes and the clock period.

The clock period of the kernel changes with the number of gates used (the area of

the chip), which depends on the word size and the number of stages in the kernel. On

the other hand the clock period is a function of the critical path delay and setup/hold

parameters. The dependence of the critical path delay and the number of stages as well

as the word size chosen for the kernel is shown in Table 5.2. The bold-faced figures show

NS 8

Bits Per Word

16 32 64 128

1 5.5 6.2 7.7 9.5 10.2

2 6.2 7.2 9.2 11.3 14

4 6.5 8.1 10.8 14.5 20.3

5 6.7 8.6 11.6 15.5

7 7 8.6 13 17.5

8 7.1 8.6 13.8

10 7.4 9 14.4

11 7.4 9.2 14.7

14 7.4 9.6 15.1

16 7.5 10

20 7.7 11.2

26 7.4 14.3

35 7.3

50 8.4

TABLE 5.2: Critical path delay for Kernel vi.
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tested configurations. The rest of the figures are produced by linear approximation.

One can observe that the critical path delay increases as the number of stages increases

and/or the word size increases. The bigger the design the farther connected gates are

laid-out from each other. The parasitic parameters increase and have bigger influence

on the critical path delay.

for 256 bits precision for 1024 bits precision

Bits Per Word Bits Per Word

NS 8 16 32 64 128 NS 8 16 32 64 128

8448 4352 2304 1280 768 132096 66560 33792 17408 92161 1

2 4226 2178 1154 642 513 2 66050 33282 16898 8706 4610

4 2118 1094 582 515 513 4 33030 16646 8454 4358 2310

6 1429 741 523 519 517 6 22069 11125 5653 2917 2230

8 1070 558 519 515 513 8 16526 8334 4238 2190 2183

9 973 537 529 525 523 9 14722 7426 3778 2181 2173

12 748 543 535 531 529 12 11116 5612 2860 2165 2157

15 622 555 547 543 541 15 8929 4513 2305 2154 2146

16 543 527 519 515 513 16 8286 4190 2143 2127 2119

20 551 535 527 523 521 20 6746 3418 2163 2147 2139

26 551 535 527 523 521 26 5210 2650 2151 2135 2127

35 591 575 567 563 561 35 3938 2193 2161 2145 2137

50 631 615 607 603 601 50 2807 2184 2152 2136 2128

TABLE 5.3: Clock Ticks for Kernel vi.

Two cases need to be considered while estimating the total number of clock cycles

a computation takes. Each pipeline stage in the kernel holds one word of each S, Y and

M. Each of the inter-stage registers also holds one word of each S, Y and M. If the



number of words in S, Y and M is equal to the double the number of stages then all

words of S, Y and M are inside the pipeline. This becomes a marginal case.

Let NW = [-- be the number of words in either S, Y or M, where N is the

number of bits in the operands Y, M and X; BPW is the number of bits in each word.

If the total number of words in 5, V and M is greater than the double of the number of

stages in the pipeline then some words are "waiting" outside the kernel while others are

being processed. The following example illustrates this case.

Let N = 32, BPW = 4, NS = 3. Thus, NW = = 8. Fig. 5.1 illustrates

this case with showing the propagation of the product words only. The words of Y and

M follow exactly the same timing. As it can be seen, the first word of S is processed

by all three cells at Time 6. It can be fed back to the pipeline at this time, however

it is inserted at Time 8, two clock cycles later. This is because the pipeline has been

busy with the rest of the words from S. This pattern will repeat itself until all bits

from the multiplier X are scanned. The bits from X are scanned at a speed of NS

per computational cycle, since each cell takes one bit of X. The computational cycle is

determined by the number of words in 5, V and M, as it can be seen by the example.

Cell 1 Ce113

__;_
_i_J__

____- ___ - ______S1_____ __
s,__ S0_;.__
SI

1

S4 5,

___
S0

ss S1 S Sç,
-

1 S

_g
S4 S S

S7 SS

__
L SI 2

FIGURE 5.1: An example for the propagation of the words in the partial product S
through the pipeline.
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The last word in the last computational cycle will enter the pipeline at time

r;i * (NW + 1).

It will need 2 * (NS 1) more cycles to be processed by all cells and get out of the

pipeline. Therefore, the total number of clock cycles for Montgomery Algorithm in the

case when (NW + 1) > 2* NS is

rNl
TCLKS= *(NW+1)+2*(NS-1).

In the other case, when (NW+ 1) <2*NS, all words of S, M and V are inside the

pipeline. The last word enters the pipeline by the time the first word propagates through

the pipeline and comes out. Therefore, the first word can be inserted into the pipeline

immediately after it comes out of the pipeline. This will start a new computational cycle.

In this case the computational cycle is 2 * NS clock ticks and it is repeated [] times.

After the first word is out of the last computational cycle another NW 1 clock ticks

are needed for the last word to be processed. Therefore the whole computational time

16

14

12

C',

8

6

A

-*- l6bits
-9- 32 bits

*-64bits
l28bits

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
NS

FIGURE 5.2: Total time for kernel vi, 256-bit operands.

for this case is
rNl

TCLKS= *2*NS+NW-1.
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FIGURE 5.3: Total time for kernel vi, 1024-bit operands.

Table 5.3 shows the number of clock cycles needed for the MWR2MM algorithm, Fig.4.1

on p.26, in the case of 256-bit and 1024-bit operands. The case when (NW+1) <2*NS

is shown with italicized text. It can be seen that if (NW+ 1) <2*NS adding more stages

to the pipeline has somewhat unpredictable effect on the total number of clock cycles.

This is because now the number of words NW has a small effect on the computational

time, while the fraction has minimums and maximums as the number of stages,

NS, changes. Thus, it may be the case that a design with more stages will be slower

than a design with less stages.

Equation 5.2 summarizes both cases discussed above

f2* *NS+ +1 ,if ([l +1)
TCLKS = (5.2)

I 11 *([wl+1)+2*(_i) ,if ([wl +1)>2*NS

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the total computational time graphs for Kernel vi and

256-bit and 1024-bit operands respectively. A setup and propagation time of 1.2ns for

flip-flops is given for AMIO5-slow technology. The hold time requirement is insignificantly

small. The setup and hold time requirements will scale with the technology giving the

same proportional effect on the clock period.
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5.2.3. Optimal Design Points for Kernel vi.

The goal of choosing the number of stages and the word size for the kernel is

to have the minimum computational time for the MWR2MM algorithm, Fig. 4.1 on

p.26, within some area constraints. The data in the previous section shows that the

minimum computational time is achieved when the margin between (NW +1) > 2* NS

and (NW + 1) < 2 * NS is crossed. With further increase of the number of stages the

design points are in the area of the graph where (NW + 1) <2 * NS. For word size of

8 bits and 256-bit operands the graph in the area (NW + 1) <2 * NS has consecutive

minimum points with computational times very close to the time for the first minimum

point. On the other hand the graph for 1024-bit operands will enter the zone when

(NW + 1) <2 * NS for much greater gate count (or number of stages) than the graph

for 256-bit operands. Therefore, it is impossible to have a design point for which both

graphs have the absolute minimum computational time. It is feasible to seek a point

where the design is close to the fastest for 256-bit operands and is as fast as possible for

1024-bit operands.

15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49
NS

FIGURE 5.4: Computational time as a function of NS, 8-bit word, 256-bit precision,
MMcell vi.
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It can be seen that the faster design is achieved with word size of 8 bits. For this

word size and 256-bit precision the first optimal point is for NS = 16, Fig.5.4. The

area is 8175 gates. Each additional stage adds about 530 to the gate count as it can be

seen from Table 5.1 on p. 44. The next optimal points on the same graph, represented

as NS/area pairs, are: 20/10290, 22/11350, 24/12410, 26/13461, 29/15051, 32/16641,

37/19291, 43/22471.

CI)

15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49
NS

FIGURE 5.5: Computational time as a function of NS, 8-bit word, 1024-bit precision,
MMcell vi.

The computational time for 8-bit word size, 1024-bit precision, MMcell vi is shown

on Fig. 5.5. It can be seen that the time decreases asymptotically, with a faster decrease

for smaller number of stages.

Table 5.4 compares seven design points. It shows the design area and the ratio

of the computational time for NS = 16 and the computational time for a design point.

It can be seen, for an example, that with more than doubling the area (NS = 37) the

multiplier has the same performance for 256-bit precision and gailis more than twice per-

formance for 1024-bit precision. Giving up 20% of the performance for 256-bit operands

leads to about three times gain in the performance for 1024-bit operands, for NS 48.
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NS 16 20 26 32 37 43 48

Area, gates 8175 10290 13461 16641 19291 22471 25121

tNS=16 for 256-bit 1 1.01 1.01 1.02 1 0.96 0.84

tNS_16 for 1024-bit 1 1.22 1.61 1.97 2.22 2.45 2.54

TABLE 5.4: Optimal design points for Kernel vi, 8-bit word size, 256-bit and 1024-bit
operand precision.

5.3. Kernel v2.

5.3.1. Area Estimation for Kernel v2.

The area of the kernel depends on the area of the kernel cell and the area of the

registers between two consecutive stages. The area of the kernel cell is a function of

the word size (BPW) chosen for the partial product (S), the modulus (M) and the

multiplicand (Y). Also, it is important to consider the number of cells in the pipeline.

Thus, the area of the kernel is a function of the number of stages in the pipeline (NS)

and the word size for S, Y and M (BPW):

Akernel2 = NS * Azz2 + (NS 1) * ASTAGEREG.

The registers between two stages in the pipeline have an organization, similar to these

for Kernel vi. The difference is that now a register holds one more bit for propagating

the hidden bit. An inter-stage register holds one word of M, one word of Y, two words

of S and one single bit (the hidden bit). DFFs can be used for M and V while S

requires DFFRs. The hidden bit also requires a resetable flip-flop. Thus, the area for an

inter-stage register is

ASTAGEJEG = 2 * BPW * ADFF +2 * BPW * ADFFR + ADFFR.

The previous chapter describes the structure of a Radix-8 Montgomery Multipli-

cation Cell. There are two four-to-two adders, each for BPW bits. As for the CSAs,
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a four-to-two adder for BPW bits is composed of BPW number of single-bit four-to-

two adders. The multiplexers for multiples of Y and MUX1 for multiples of M are

four-input multiplexers for BPW bits. MUX2 for multiples ofM is a three-input mul-

tiplexer. There are two DFFRs for (BPW 3) bits each as well as two DFFs for BPW

bits each in the cell. The three-bit adder, the decoder for xj and the decoder for q are

fixed-area blocks. Their area gate-count can be found experimentally by using a synthe-

sis tool. The cell also has fourteen single bit MUXes, four DFFRs and loadable registers

for ten bits. The propagation of the control signals to the next cell takes six DFFRs.

The shifting of Y and M to produce 2X, 4X and 8X multiples takes seven MUXes and

NS 8

Bits Per Word

16 32 64 128

1 716 1204 2180 4132 8036

2 1721 2945 5393 10289 20081

3 2727 4687 8607 16447 32127

4 3732 6428 11820 22604 44172

5 4738 8170 15034 28762 56218

7 6748 11652 21460 41076 80308

8 7754 13394 24674 47234 92354

9 8759 15135 27887 53391 104399

10 9765 16877 31101 59549

12 11775 20359 37527 71863

13 12781 22101 40741 78021

14 13786 23842 43954 84178

15 14792 25584 47168 90336

26 25851 44739 82515

TABLE 5.5: Area in number of NOR gates for Kernel v2.
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DFFRs for seven bits. The generation of the hidden bit takes two DFFRs and a single

OA (OR-AND) gate.

Considering the above, the area of MMCeII for Radix-8 is

Ace112 = 2*A4_tO_2(BPw) +2* AMUXXY (BPW) + AMUx1M (BPW) +

+AMUx2M (BPW) +2* BPW * ADFF +2* (BPW 3) * ADFFR +

+19 * ADFFR +10* AREGN +21* AMUX +

A3_l,jtd + ADEC_X2 + ADEC_M + AOA.

The following area estimates are given by technology specifications or obtained by a

synthesis tool, shown in number of NOR gates:

AFA = 6.49;

AMUX 1.92;

ADFF = 4.79;

ADFFR = 5.92;

AREG = 7.97;

AOA = 1.24;

A4_0_20 = 14;

ADEC_XJ = 10;

ADEC_M = 36;

A3_bitadd = 18.

The area of the two-level four-input multiplexers can be represented as:

AMUXXY(BPW) = AMUX1M(BPW) = BPW *3* AMUX.

The area of the two-level three-input multiplexers can be represented as:

AMUX2M(BPW) = BPW *2* AMUX.
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As a final result, the areas of the Kernel cell v2 and the inter-stage register are

Ace112 70.54 * BPW + 263,

ASTAGEJ?EG = 21.42 *BPW + 5.92.

As for the Radix-2 kernel, the last cell does not propagate the words of Y and M as

well as the control signals further. Therefore, it is optimized by removing DFFs for two

times BPW bits and six DFFRS (-9.58 * BPW 35.5). The total area of the kernel is

then

Akernel2 = 91.96 * NS * BPW + 269 * NS 31 * BPW 41.42. (5.3)

Table 5.5 is constructed using Eq. 5.3. If the kernel is synthesized as a flattened design

then the area decreases by 3.0% by the tool.

5.3.2. Time Estimation for Kernel v2.

The total computational time for the kernel is a product of the number of clock

cycles it takes and the clock period.

Table 5.6 shows the critical path delay as a function of the number of stages in the

kernel as well as the number of bits per word in the operands. As it can be seen from

Table 5.5, these two parameters determine the area for the design. The bold-faced figures

show tested configurations. The rest of the figures are produced by linear approximation.

As for the Radix-2 cell, increasing the area leads to increasing the critical path delay.

This is due to increased wire lengths (increased parasitic resistance and capacitance) and

fan-outs for the gates.

The other parameter that affects the total computational time is number of clock

cycles it takes. The structure of the MM cell does not affect the hardware implementing

the inner loop in the MWR2kMM algorithm, Fig.2.2 on p.11. The outer loop will be

affected as for Radix-8 the step will be 3, scanning three bits of X at a time. These

observations lead to the conclusion that the equations for Radix-2 can be reused for

Radix-8, with modifications accounting for the decreased iterations in the outer loop.
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Again, there are two cases to be considered: when (NW + 1) 2 * NS, and when

(NW + 1) > 2 * NS. As before, NW = [-1 is the number of words in the N-bit

operands with chosen word size of BPW bits.

NS 8

Bits Per Word

16 32 64 128

1 17.9 18.3 19.3 20.2 21.4

2 18.2 18.6 21.8 22.8 24.7

4 18.8 20 23.2 25.6.5

5 19 20.6 24.1

7 19.1 20.8 26.9

8 19.2 20.8 28.4

9 19.2 20.9

10 19.3 21.1

12 19.8 21.5

13 20 21.6

14 20.3 21.7

15 20.5 21.8

20 21.4

26 24.5

TABLE 5.6: Critical path delay for Kernel v2.

In Equation 5.2 the speed by which X is being scamied for the Radix-2 design

is determined by For Radix-8 this speed is three bits per stage, therefore the
rNcorresponding part in the equation will be

With these observation made, Equation 5.4 represents the total number of clock

cycles needed for the MWR8MM design, Fig.4.6 on p.34.



for 256 bits precision for 1024 bits precision

Bits Per Word Bits Per Word

NS 8 16 32 64 128 NS 8 16 32 64 128

2838 1462 774 430 258 44118 22230 11286 5814 30781 1

2 1421 733 389 217 173 2 22061 11117 5645 2909 1541

4 732 380 204 179 177 4 11100 5596 2844 1468 780

5 602 314 187 183 181 5 8909 4493 2285 1181 766

7 441 233 189 185 183 7 6333 3197 1629 845 742

8 377 201 183 179 177 8 5561 2809 1433 745 738

9 346 195 187 183 181 9 4918 2486 1270 737 729

12 286 207 199 195 193 12 3763 1907 979 740 732

14 257 211 203 199 197 14 3251 1651 851 740 732

15 226 195 187 183 181 15 2995 1523 787 728 720

17 235 219 211 207 205 17 2741 1397 766 750 742

20 231 215 207 203 201 20 2360 1208 769 753 745

26 239 223 215 211 209 26 1856 960 773 757 749

TCLKB

{

TABLE 5.7: Clock Ticks for Kernel v2.

2*[1*NS+[1+1 ,if (Iwl+1)2*19
[1 * ([] + 1) + 2 * (NS 1) ,if ([wi + 1) > 2 * NS

(5.4)

Table 5.7 shows the number of clock cycles needed for the Radix-8 Montgomery

algorithm in the case of 256-bit and 1024-bit operands. The case when (NW+1) <2*NS

is shown with italicized text. It can be seen that if (NW + 1) < 2 * NS adding more

stages to the pipeline has somewhat unpredictable effect on the total number of clock

cycles. This is true, because now the number of words NW has a small effect on the

computational time, while the fraction [l has minimums and maximums as the
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number of stages, NS, changes. Thus, it may be the case that a design with more stages

will be slower than a design with less stages.
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FIGURE 5.6: Total time for kernel v2, 256-bit operands.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the total computational time graphs for Kernel v2 and
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FIGURE 5.7: Total time for kernel v2, 1024-bit operands.
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256-bit and 1024-bit operands respectively. A setup and propagation time of 1.2ns for

flip-flops is given for AMIO5-slow technology. The hold time requirement is insignificantly

small. The setup and hold time requirements will scale with the technology giving the

same proportional effect on the clock period.

5.3.3. Optimal Design Points for Kernel v2.

The goal of choosing the number of stages and the word size for the kernel is to

have the minimum computational time for the MWR8MM algorithm, Fig. 4.5 on p.31,

5

5

5

5
CI)

4

4

4

4.'-
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

NS

FIGURE 5.8: Optimal points for Kernel v2, 256-bit operands.

within some area constraints. The data in the previous section shows that the design

for Radix-8 behaves similarly to the Radix-2 design. The minimum computational time

is achieved when the margin between (NW + 1) > 2 * NS and (NW + 1) <2 * NS

is crossed. With further increase of the number of stages the computational time goes

through a series of minimums and maximum values. As for Radix-2, the objective is

to find a design point where the computational time for 256-bit operands is close to its
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absolute minimal value. At the same time, the computational time for 1024-bit operands

should be as minimal as possible.

It can be seen from the data in the previous section that the faster design is

achieved with word size of 16 bits. For this word size and 256-bit precision the first
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FIGURE 5.9: Optimal points for Kernel v2, 1024-bit operands.

optimal point is for NS = 8, Fig.5.8. The area is 13394 NOR gates. Each additional

stage adds about 1000 to the gate count as it can be seen from Table 5.5 on p. 54. The

next optimal points on the same graph, represented as NS/area pairs, are: 11/18618,

13/22101, 15/25584.

The computational time for 16-bit word size, 1024-bit precision, MMcell v2 is

shown on Fig. 5.9. It can be seen that the time decreases asymptotically, with a faster

decrease for smaller number of stages.

Table 5.8 compares four design points for Kernel v2 and sixteen bits per word.

The table shows the design area and the ratio of the computational time for NS = 8

and the computational time for a design point. It can be seen, for an example, that with

about doubling the area (NS = 15) the multiplier has 2% less performance for 256-bit

precision and gains 77% performance for 1024-bit precision. The optimal word size of
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16 bits leads to higher increase in the area with the increase of the number of stages.

Therefore, there are less design points to work with compared to the R.adix-2 design and

word size of 8 bits.

NS 8 11 13 15

Area, gates 13394 18618 22101 25584

tNS=8 for 256-bit 1 1.03 0.98 0.98

tNS=8 for 1024-bit 1 1.23 1.34 1.43

TABLE 5.8: Optimal design points for Kernel v2, 16-bit word size, 256-bit and
1024-bit operand precision.

5.4. Kernel v3.

5.4.1. Area Estimation for Kernel vS.

As for the already described architectures of the kernel the modified Radix-8 ver-

sion is a pipeline. The area depends on the design parameters NS - number of stages in

the pipeline, and BPW - bits per word of the operands Y, M and result S. The kernel

cell for the modified Radix-8 algorithm has the inter-stage registers incorporated in it.

Thus, the kernel's area is the area of the cell multiplied NS times

Akernelv3 = NS * Aceii3.

The organization of the kernel cell for modified Radix-8 is described in the previous

chapter, Fig.4.10 on p.41. This organization can be compared to the organization of the

cell for Radix-8. It can be seen that the cell for modified Radix-8 has the same functional

blocks as the cell for Radix-8 plus an inter-stage register. One of the differences is that

now the first four-to-two adder is divided into two parts. The multiplexers for multiples

of V are also divided into two parts each. Both parts of a functional block together
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have the same area as the whole functional block. The only difference in the area for

a modified Radix-8 cell comes from the fact that the controls for the multiplexers for

multiples of Y are propagated through DFFRs. That will add six more DFFRS to the

modified Radix-8 cell in comparison to a Radix-8 cell. Thus, it is true that

Considering that

and

Aciiv3 = A cell 2 + A STAGE REG +6* ADFFR.

Aji2 = 70.54 * BPW + 263,

NS 8

Bits Per Word

16 32 64 128

1 894 1630 3102 6046 11934

2 1899 3371 6315 12203 23979

3 2904 5112 9528 18360 36024

4 3909 6853 12741 24517 48069

5 4914 8594 15954 30674 60114

7 6924 12076 22380 42988 84204

8 7929 13817 25593 49145 96249

9 8934 15558 28806 55302 108294

12 11949 20781 38445 73773

13 12954 22522 41658 79930

15 14964 26004 48084 92244

16 15969 27745 51297 98401

20 19989 34709 64149

26 26019 45155 83427

TABLE 5.9: Area in number of NOR gates for Kernel v3.
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ASTAGEJEG = 21.42 * BPW + 5.92,

from the previous section, then

Ace113 92 * BPW + 269.

When considering the whole kernel area it is necessary to optimize the last cell in the

pipeline by removing the DFFs for propagating the words of M and Y as well as the

DFFRs propagating the control signals, because these signals are not propagated further

in the pipeline. Thus, the area for the modified Radix-8 kernel is

Akernel3 = 92 * BPW * NS + 269 * NS 9.42 * BPW 35.5.

Table 5.9 is constructed using the above area estimation.

5.4.. Time Estimation for Kernel vS.

The total computational time for the kernel is a product of the number of clock

cycles it takes and the clock period.

Table 5.10 shows the critical path delay as a function of the number of stages for

the modified Radix-8 Kernel as well as the number of bits per word in the operands. As

it can be seen from Table 5.9, these two parameters determine the area for the design.

The bold-faced figures show tested configurations. The rest of the figures are produced

by linear approximation. As for the Radix-8 cell, increasing the area leads to increasing

the critical path delay. This is due to increased wire lengths (parasitic resistance and

capacitance) and fan-outs for the gates.

The other parameter that affects the total computational time is the number of

clock cycles it takes. This parameter for the modified Radix-8 design can be derived

from the R.adix-8 implementation. It has to be noted that the modified Radix-8 pipeline

has one more inter-stage register than the Radix-8 version. The inter-stage registers for

the modified version are incorporated in the MMcell, while the inter-stage registers for

Radix-8 are between any two stages in the pipeline. Therefore, the modified pipeline
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has one more register and holds one more word of the partial product S (also one word

of M and one of Y). With the above said, the two cases to be considered are when

NW <2 * NS, and when NW > 2 * NS. As before, NW = is the number of

words in the N-bit operands with chosen word size of BPW bits.

Because of the extra register in the pipeline a word propagates through the pipeline

for (2 * NS + 1) clock cycles as opposed to the Radix-8 version: (2 * NS) clock cycles.

NS 8

Bits Per Word

16 32 64 128

1 10.7 10.3 13.1 18.9 20.2

2 10.8 12.1 14.4 20.5 30.4

3 10.9 12.5 15.7 23.0

4 11.0 12.9 17.0 25.4

5 11.1 12.7 17.6

6 11.1 13.5 18.2

7 11.2 14.3 18.7

8 11.2 14.9 19.2

9 11.2 15.1

10 11.2 15.2

11 11.2 15.3

12 11.2 15.4

13 11.3 15.4

14 11.3 15.4

15 11.3 15.5

20 11.4

26 13.0

TABLE 5.10: Critical path delay for Kernel v3.
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As for Radix-8 the speed of scanning the bits of X is three bits per stage, or
[N
I3NS

With these observation made, Equation 5.5 represents the total number of clock

cycles needed for the modified Radix-8 Montgomery multiplication design, Fig.4. 10 on

p.41.

{N
*(2*NS+1)+ [l +1 ,if [wl 2*NS

TCLKS
N

(5.5)[-] *([i)1 +1)+2*NS ,if [71 >2*NS

Table 5.11 shows the number of clock cycles needed for the modified Radix-8

Montgomery design in the case of 256-bit and 1024-bit operands. The case when

for 256 bits precision for 1024 bits precision

Bits Per Word Bits Per Word

NS 8 16 32 64 128 NS 8 16 32 64 128

2840 1464 776 432 259 44120 22232 11288 5816 30801 1

2 1423 735 391 218 216 2 22063 11119 5647 2911 1543

3 963 499 267 206 204 3 14712 7416 3768 1944 1032

4 734 382 205 201 199 4 11102 5598 2846 1470 781

5 604 316 205 201 199 5 8911 4495 2287 1183 766

7 443 235 202 198 196 7 6335 3199 1631 847 742

8 379 202 194 190 188 8 5563 2811 1435 746 788

9 348 205 197 193 191 9 4920 2488 1272 737 729

12 288 215 207 203 201 12 3765 1909 981 740 732

15 228 201 193 189 187 15 2997 1525 789 728 720

16 229 213 205 201 199 16 2820 1462 757 741 733

20 236 220 212 208 206 20 2362 1210 769 753 745

26 243 227 219 215 213 26 1858 962 773 757 749

TABLE 5.11: Clock Ticks for Kernel v3.
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NW < 2 * NS is shown with italicized text. It can be seen that if NW < 2 * NS

adding more stages to the pipeline has somewhat unpredictable effect on the total num-
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FIGURE 5.10: Total time for kernel v3, 256-bit operands.

her of clock cycles. This is because now the number of words NW has a small effect

on the computational time, while the fraction [1 has minimums and maximums as
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FIGURE 5.11: Total time for kernel v3, 1024-bit operands.
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the number of stages NS changes. Thus, it may be the case when a design with more

stages will be slower than a design with less stages.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the total computational time graphs for Kernel v3 and

256-bit and 1024-bit operands respectively. A setup time plus clock-to-Q propagation

time of 1.2ns for flip-flops is given for AMIO5-slow technology. The hold time require-

ment is insignificantly small. The setup and hold time requirements will scale with the

technology giving the same proportional effect on the clock period.

5.4.3. Optimal Design Points for Kernel vS.

As mentioned for the previous two designs, the goal of choosing the number of

stages and the word size for the kernel is to have minimal computational time for the

Montgomery Algorithm, the MWMR8MM algorithm in this case, within some area con-

straints. The design for the modified Radix-8 kernel behaves similarly to the already

described designs for Itadix-2 and Radix-8. The modified Radix-8 version has one inter-
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FIGURE 5.12: Optimal points for Kernel v3, 256-bit operands.

stage register in the pipeline more than the Radix-8 version has. This leads to a slightly
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different condition for the first observable minimum computational time. It happens

when the boundary NW 2 * NS and NW> 2 * NS is crossed. With further increase

in the number of pipeline stages the computational time goes through a series of minimal

and maximal values.

It was observed for the previous designs that the boundary NW > 2 * NS would

be crossed at a different number of stages for a different precision of the operands (a
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FIGURE 5.13: Optimal points for Kernel v3, 1024-bit operands.

different number of words). Operands with precision 256 bits will require a smaller

number of stages in the pipeline than operands with 1024 bits precision. The goal of

choosing the design point is to have computational time for 256-bit precision close to its

absolute minimal value and at the same time to have as small computational time for

1024-bit precision as possible.

It can be seen from the data in the previous section that the fastest designs are

achieved with a word size of 8 bits. For this word size and 256-bit precision, the first

optimal design point is for NS = 15, Fig.5.12. The area is 14964 NOR gates. Each

additional stage adds about 1005 to the gate count as can be seen from Table 5.9 on
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p. 63. The next optimal points on the same graph, represented as NS/area pairs, are:

16/15969, 18/17979, 22/21999, 24/24009 and 26/26019.

The computational time for 8-bit word size, 1024-bit precision, MMcell v3 is shown

on Fig. 5.13. It can be seen that the time decreases asymptotically, with a faster decrease

for a smaller number of stages.

NS 15 16 18 22 24 26

Area, gates 14964 15969 17979 21999 24009 26019

tNSl5 for 256-bit 1 1 1.05 1.04 0.92 0.83

tN$15 for 1024-bit 1 1.04 1.21 1.37 1.39 1.42

TABLE 5.12: Optimal design points for Kernel v3, 8-bit word size, 256-bit and
1024-bit operand precision.

Table 5.12 compares several design points for Kernel v3 and 8 bits per word. The

table shows the design area and the ratio of the computational time for NS = 15 and

the computational time for a design point. It can be seen that the design point with

NS = 22 is very suitable since the computational time for 256-bit precision is very close

to its minimal value. At the same time the computational time for 1024-bit precision

is improved by 37% as compared to the point with NS = 15. With further increase

of the number of stages the computational time for 256-bit precision worsens while the

computational time for 1024-bit precision does not improve significantly (only 2% per

stage).
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK.

6.1. Comparison of Kernel Implementations.

The three designs introduced in Chapter 4 are compared in this section. Three

parameters are used: computational time as a function of the design area, (area x time)

and (area x time2) products as functions of the design area.

Figure 6.1 shows what overall time can be achieved for Montgomery multiplication

of 256-bit operands as a function of the area. One can observe that all three graphs
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FIGURE 6.1: Computational time compared to area usage, for 256-bit operands.

reach a wide region where the computational time stays close to its minimal value. For

a larger area, above 23000 gates, the computational time slightly begins to increase.

Three regions can be defined on the figure: the first region is for design area below

8000 gates; the second region is for area between 8000 and 14000 gates; and the third

region is for area above 14000 gates. It can be observed that for area below 8000 the



Radix-2 design and the modified Radix-8 design provide for approximately the same

computational time. For area above 14000 gates, the Radix-2 design and the Radix-

8 design have computational times oscillating around approximately the same average

value. Between gate-counts of 8000 and 14000 the three designs perform differently.

For different operand precision the computational time will reach its minimal value

for different design area, as it can be seen from the data in Chapter 5. It is expected that

the graphs for the three design will exhibit the same behavior but for different precision

they will reach the minimal value region for different area.

Figure 6.2 shows the graphs for the (area x time) product for all three designs.

Three regions can be defined on each curve. For areas less than 8000 gates the (area x
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FIGURE 6.2: (area x time) product compared to area usage, for 256-bit operands.

time) product increases asymptotically reaching a steady value. For areas between 8000

and 22000 the product is approximately a linear function. The linearity diminishes for

gate-counts of more than 23000. For the first region, changing the area has a big effect

on the (area x time) product. The effect asymptotically diminishes while reaching the
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boundaries of the second region. In the second region, the linear function shows that the

computational time is approximately constant, as it can be seen from Fig.6.1.

The ideal design point would be in a deep minimum of the (area x time) product

graph. All three curves follow an increasing average trend. Therefore, the best choice in

this case would be to achieve any of the small local minimums of a curve.

As a second note, it is better if a design point is placed in the first region, at the

beginning of the graph, where the curve reaches the steady value. In the linear region of

the curve adding more hardware does not improve the computation time.

Figure 6.2 shows that in the general case (without modifications) the radix does

not affect the performance and the (area x time) parameter, as it was shown in [24] for

the standard method of modular multiplication by means of repeated addition.

Figure 6.3 shows the (area x time2) product for all three designs. The graphs on

this figure represent the computational time for a design normalized by the design's area
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'I)
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x
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100
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Area, thousands of gates

FIGURE 6.3: (area x time2) product compared to area usage, for 256-bit operands.
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in yet another way. The difference between Fig.6.3 and Fig.6. 1 is that now the regions

around the minimal values are more distinguishable.

It can be seen that for the Radix-8 implementation there are four distinct points

where the computational time is close to minimal. The graph for the Radix-2 design

has a distinct point with minimal (area x time2) product, or very narrow possibility of

choice. The graph for the Raidx-2 design has the wider region where the (area x time2)

product stays close to its minimal value.

6.2. Radix-4 Discussion.

Only Radix-2 and Radix-8 designs are discussed throughout this text. The modifi-

cation for the Radix-8 algorithm removes the q coefficient computation from the critical

path for the system. Thus, the critical path delay is determined by the two adders and

the multiplexing for (qy *
y)(*) in a MMcell. This modification of the algorithm can be

made for any radix. However, the determination of q is simple in the Radix-2 design

and therefore this design does not exhibit benefits from the modification.

The modification of the algorithm can be applied for a Radix-4 design. The range

of values for qy in this case is [-2..2]. There are two possible choices for implementing

S + (qy * y)(*) in a MMcell. The first choice is to use a Carry-Save adder and five-

input multiplexing for BPW bits. Five-input multiplexing is equivalent to three levels

of multiplexers. A multiplexer has a gate delay approximately equivalent to a XOR-gate

delay. Therefore, in this case the critical path delay for S + (qy *
fl(*) will be 5*XOR

gates.

The other choice for implementing S + (qy * Y)
(*) is to use a two-level multiplexer

tree and a Four-to-Two adder. In this case S + (qy *
y)(*) is also implemented with a

5*xoR.gate delay critical path.

The range for the coefficients q for Radix-4 is [O..4]. The value 3 for qjj must be

implemented as two parts as it is shown in Chapter 4. Therefore, the second adder in a

Radix-4 MMcell must be a Four-to-Two adder.
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One more MUX gate is needed for multiplexing the output signals for the cell.

Considering these facts, the best case critical path delay for a Radix-4 implemen-

tation is a 9*XORgate delay.

It can be seen from the MMcell descriptions in Chapter 4 that the critical path

delay for the modified R.adix-8 design is also a 9*XORgate delay. The Radix-8 algorithm

scans the bits of X faster than a Radix-4 algorithm will. Therefore, it is obvious that

the Radix-8 design will be faster than a Radix-4 design.

A preliminary test results for a Radix-4 implementation confirmed that this design

would have worse performance than the Radix-8 design had. The later is the better one

because it fully utilizes the multiplexing for (qy * Y) (*)

6.3. Comparison with other Hardware Designs.

A prototype of an array-based Montgomery multiplier is presented in [17]. The

design is for 12x12-bit multiplication and uses 4100 transistors. If scaled for 256x256-bit

multiplication, the same design will use 1.8 million transistors. If scaled for 1024x1024-

bit multiplication, the design will use around 30 million transistors. Clearly, scaling array

multipliers for high precision is not a good solution, firstly because of the high area usage,

and secondly because of the problems related to a VLSI design of this proportion.

For comparison, the modified Radix-8 design presented in Chapter 4 provides

several options for choosing the design area. The best design point will require 22000

gates, or approximately 100000 transistors for the Kernel block only. However, a design

may have the minimal area of 4000 transistors and still will be able to operate on any

operand precision.

6.4. Comparison with Software Designs.

Four software algorithms covering the alternatives for Montgomery multiplication

are described in [6]. The main factors of distinction between two algorithms are whether
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multiplication and reduction are separated or integrated, and whether operand or prod-

uct scanning is performed.

The algorithms described in this Master thesis perform modulo reduction of the

product after every multiplication in a MMcell. Therefore, the algorithms can be clas-

sified as fine grained integrated approach according to the classification in [6]. On the

other hand, the multiplier operand is being bit-scanned, while the partial result is being

product-scanned (word-serially).

It is interesting to make a parallel between the software and hardware requirements

for Montgomery algorithm, assuming that the hardware pipeline consists of only one

MMcell. In this case the hardware implementation will require * reads and

writes from the TO memory, with N-precision of the operands, where k is a parameter

depending on the Radix of the computation, and BPW-number of bits in a word. A

software algorithm will require a number of reads and writes of an order of NW2, where

NW is the number of words in an operand. It can be seen that a software algorithm will

require a number of reads and writes of approximately the same order as the number of

reads/writes for a hardware algorithm.

it is also notable that a MMcell will require temporary space for only four words,

two for the partial product , one for the multiplicand's word and one for the modulus'

word.

6.5. Criteria for Choosing Optimal Design Points.

Several considerations have to be taken into account when designing a Montgomery

multiplier:

. clock speed of the system;

testability;

area;

range of operand precision.



The Montgomery multiplier will be integrated in a higher-level system, therefore

multiplier's clock speed will depend on the higher-level system's clock speed as well

as the bus speed connecting the multiplier to the rest of the hardware. Additionally,

multiplier's clock speed depends on the the Kernel architecture and the JO architecture.

The JO architecture may include RAM modules that will require certain access time.

The Kernel datapath designs provide for three options for the Kernel clock speed.

The Kernel vi design provides for a minimal clock period of 7.7 ns, the Kernel v2 design

provides for a minimal clock period of 22 ns, and the Kernel v3 design provides for a

minimal clock period of 11.4 us. The data for the total computational time for the three

designs is presented in Chapter 4 considering the minimal possible clock period. If the

clock period for the multiplier is required to be such as Kernel v2 design can be used,

then this design should be preferred over the Kernel vi design. The former design will

require less number of clock cycles to finish the multiplication, while both will have the

same clock speed. It will be feasible to use Kernel vi design if the required clock period

is close to the minimal clock period for Kernel vi.

The testability issues are connected to the system's level of complexity. Thus,

Kernel v2 and v3 designs will be more difficult to test and verify. More time will be

needed by a test engineer to comprehend the algorithms behind the Radix-8 designs

than the time needed to comprehend the Radix-2 design.

It is shown in the first section of this chapter that for small design areas there is

no difference in the achievable performance for Kernel vi and v3 designs. On the other

hand, for large design areas the achievable performance for Kernel vi and v2 tends to

be the same. The modified Radix-8 design has a beneficial (area x time2) product. The

wide range where this product stays close to its minimal value provides for wider range of

operand precision that the multiplier can cover without a decrease in the computational

time efficiency.

Probably the most important parameter to be considered while deciding what

Kernel design to be used is the range of operand precision. As it has been shown, the

minimal computational time will occur for different area for different operand precision.



The best way to approach the choice of the needed configuration for the Kerilel datapath

is to use software methods for evaluating the speed of a program. The user will have

a set of precisions that will be used most often with a Montgomery multiplier. It is

feasible to optimize the multiplier for this set of operand precisions, while other cases of

precision can still be used.

Let's assume that there are Z number of operand precisions that the multiplier

needs to handle most often. Then, the total computational time for the multiplier over

time will be

T=E%Pp*tp,

where %P is the percent of time precision P occurs over time and t,, is the computational

time for this precision.

The computational time for a particular precision has a wide region of values close

to the minimal one. Thus, it is not hard to choose a design point that works well with a

range of precision of up to 256 bits wide. To accommodate high precision computation,

the design must be organized to optimize the total time T.

The modified Radix-8 design has the widest minimal region for the (area x time2)

product. Thus, this design will have the widest range of operand precision that the

design can cover without a decrease in the efficiency of the computation.

6.6. Future Work.

The Montgomery multiplier is a complex system. Testing it is a challenge, more

over because of the time needed to assimilate the algorithms behind the implementation.

A methodology for developing testing modules is introduced in [29]. It will be beneficial

if a self-testing block is included in the multiplier's system. A self-testing system will

perform Montgomery multiplication of hardwired numbers and compare the result with

predefined values. In a case of an error it will be manifested as a flag bit that the system

using the multiplier can check.
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Power dissipation study of the three designs is needed. It needs to be conducted

in the context of power differential attack possibility. This type of attack on a crypto-

graphic system tries to deduce parameters of the system by observing system's power

dissipation. Generally, a pipelined architecture provides for good randomization of the

power dissipation.

Further study of the effect of higher radices on the Montgomery designs is needed.

The modified Radix-8 has better performance than the Radix-2 design. A speculation

can be made that increasing the radix further will have a beneficial effect on the overall

computational time. It has been shown that Radix-4 design will have worse performance

than the R.adix-8 designs. Therefore, the study must be stretched over several higher

radices to fully investigate this effect.

The designs presented in this text can be easily extended to cover the unified

architecture as presented in [11].
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A KERNEL-IO INTERFACE.

This appendix shows an extended discussion on the time relationship among the

signals presented on Fig.3.1. Two cases are presented: 2*NS > NW and 2*NS < NW.

The start signal comes from the JO block and enables the Kernel block to begin

computing.

The nexLXset signal is high when a new set of bits of X needs to be loaded in

the Kernel. Each cell in the pipeline gets a separate set of bits and these bits apply for

one computational cycle in the cell. The X3 signal changes every two clock cycles with

a new set of bits when nexLXset is asserted.

The loadJLext signal is the same signal as nexLXset used to load the new set of

bits into a register. The output of the register is the signal X1N This signal signal is

loaded into each cell in the pipeline by the loadX..int signal. The loadX_int signal is

applied to the first cell and then is propagated internally from cell to cell.

The read YM signal is high when a new word from Y and a new word from M

need to be loaded in the Kernel. When the signal is asserted the 10 provides the next

word of V and the next word of M. Both streams of words are loaded into DFFRS.

The output signals from the DFFRs are IN and MN. These signals need to be cleared

when the extended words are provided to the Kernel. The DFFRS are synchronously

reseted by the resetYM signal when words of all zero bits are needed.

The readS is asserted when new words from both bit-vectors for S, SS and Sc,

need to be loaded in the Kernel. The loadS signal is the same as readS and loads the

words into DFFs before the new words are used in the Kernel. The output signals from

the DFFs are SSI*N and ScN.

The SSkOUT and SG<. OUT signals are the newly computed words for the partial

product. These words propagate through the block for final reduction. If this is the last

computational cycle then the words are transformed in this block to represent the final

result. The output signals from the block for final reduction are 55UT and SCUT.



These signals are stored in DFFs and provided to the JO block (SS and SC). The

writeS signal synchronizes when the words of S must be written in the JO.
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B KERNEL CONTROL BLOCK.

The Kernel control block produces the signals synchronizing the computation in

the Montgomery multiplier. This functional unit is organized as a collection of state

machines.

The state machine on Fig.B.2 keeps track of how many bits from the multiplier X

have been scanned. When the loadXext signal is asserted the count is increased every

loadX_ext

counter x = 0 counter x += k more bits x = '0' IF(
more_bits_x = '1' coiintefx = NW 00 or

counter_x = NWO1 or
counter_x = NW1O)All transitions are made only if clock_en is set.

FIGURE B.1: Scan X fsm.

two clock cycles. The count is increased by k number of bits, with 2k being the Radix

of the computation.

The NW_OO signal represents the number of bits in the multiplier. It is produced

by extending the NW (number of words) signal with log2(BPW) zero bits, where BPW

is the number of bits in a word. The NWO1 signal is produced the same way except the

last bit of the extention is set. For the NW_b the second bit is set. The three signals

are needed for computations with radices up to Radix-8. For higher radices additional

signals must be added.

The counter for bits of X is compared to all three NWxx signals. In the case of

Radix-8 computation the counter may become exactly equal to the number of bits in X

or may be greater by 1 or 2. Thus, all three are compared. For Radix-2 computation

the counter may become equal to only NWOO,because X is scanned one bit at a time.



The state machine on Fig.B.2 governs when a new set of bits from X must begin

loading in the Kernel. A new set of bits is loaded when a new computational cycle is to

fc " !ym( 1 )- ym

0 fc A ym___-( 3
waiting

wr 1
waiting=wr 1

ym = (counter_NW = NW_2)
All transitions are made only if clock_en is set.

FIGURE B.2: Wait fsm.

begin and the counter for the number of words reaches NW 2, NW is the number of

words. The NW2 signal (means NW-2) is a multicycle signal and should be designated

as such during synthesis.

The state machine on Fig.B.3 produces the control signals needed to load the bits

of X into NS stages in the Kernel datapath. This state machine begins loading the

start
waiting

counter_NS -i--i-counter_NS
°cOunter_NS = 2*NS1 loadX_ext

next_x_set

All transitions are made only if clock_en is set.

FIGUREB.3: Xfsm.
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bits when the control signal from the wait state machine becomes active.

The state machine on Fig.B.4 produces the signals responsible for loading the

words of Y and M into Kernel's datapath.

reset

counter_NW =0 counter_NW = num_words counter NW ++
read YM
resefYM_n (sync)

All transitions are made only if clock_en is set.

FIGURE B.4: YM fsm.

The state machine on Fig.B.5 governs when the Kernel needs to indicate to the TO

block that the computation has finished. The state machine also produces the compare

reset bL X

Sta
= num_words

counter ,/rS ++
done

All transitions are made only if clock_en is set.

FIGURE B.5: Done fsm.

signal needed in the final reduction step block.

The state machine on Fig.B.6 governs the reading and writing of the words from

the partial result in and out of the JO block.
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counter_NW = 0

reset or done LS1counteNS=1

loadS
read_S

All transitions are made only if clock_en is set.

FIGURE B.6: S fsm.
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C FINAL REDUCTION BLOCK.

The final reduction block compresses the two bit-vectors (Carry-Save representa-

tion) of the final result into one bit-vector of a non-redundant form. The transformation

M

status

FIGURE C.1: Final reduction block.

Sc0.11

ss:,

happens only when the computation in the Kernel is in the last computational cycle. For

the rest of the time the reduction block multiplexes the result from the Kernel to the 10

block. The two modes: compress the bit-vectors or multiplex them to the output, are

controled by the signal compare coming from the Kernel control block.

In a compression mode the bit-vectors SS and SC are first added with a carry

propagation between two consecutive words of the result. Then, the result is compared

to the modulus M. Two control signals are produced: S = M (seqm) and S > M

(&grm). A third control signal is produced out of these two inside the state machine

block, S < M (sJ&m = seqrn nor sgr.m). Finally, the modulus is subtracted from

the result forming the second possible bit-vector for the final result.

The two newly formed bit-vectors: S = SS + SC and S = 55 + SC M are

forwarded to the JO block. They will be stored in the place of SS and SC. The status
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signal is produced by the state machine and designates which one out of the two possible

results is the correct one.

The status signal is produced by the state machine for the final reduction block.

The f Ckt signal initializes the state machine each time the result of a new computational

reset or fc_kout

s eq m
s_is_rn_m

s_is_rn s_is_rn s_gr_m

status='lWHENS>MorS=MELSE'O'

FIGURE C.2: State machine for the final reduction block.

cycle comes out of the Kernel datapath. The default state is S = M. If either of the

unequality signals is asserted the state machine changes its state respectively and never

goes back to the equality state until a new computational cycle occurs (or reset is active).

With every new word of the result the conditions S < M, S = M or S > M may

change and the state machine changes states accordingly. After the last word in the

last computational cycle is compared the status signal stays steady indicating to the 10

block the right storage place for the result.




